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WHAT ARE THE

REALITY
HACKERS

DOING?
1. USING HIGH TECHNOLOGY FOR

A LIFE BEYOND LIMITS.
2. EXPANDING THE EFFECTIVE-
NESS & ENJOYMENT OF THE

HUMAN BRAIN, MIND,
NERVOUS SYSTEM & SENSES.

3. BLURRING THE DISTINCTION
BETWEEN SCIENCE FICTION

& REALITY.
4. MAKING BIG BUREAUCRACY

IMPOSSIBLE.
5. ENTERTAINING ANY NOTION—

USING WHAT WORKS.
6. INFUSING NEW ENERGY INTO

POST-MODERN CULTURE.
7. USING HARDCORE ANTHRO-
POLOGY TO UNDERSTAND
HUMAN EVOLUTION.

8. USING MEDIA TO SEND OUT
MUTATIONAL MEMES
(THOUGHT VIRUSES).

9. BLURRING THE DISTINCTION
BETWEEN HIGH TECHNOLOGY

& MAGIC.
10. REPLACING NERD MYTHOLOGY

WITH SEXY, HEALTHY,
AESTHETIC & ARTFUL TECHNO-
MAGICIANS OF BOTH GENDERS.

PUBLISHING HIGH FRONTIERS
REALITY HACKERS

SPONSORING THE REALITY
HACKERS FORUM

AT THE END OF EACH MONTH.

EXPANDING INTO OTHER MEDIA —
VIDEO, MUSIC. BOOKS & LIVE

PERFORMANCE - COMING SOON!

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
WRITE TO HIGH FRONTIERS

P.O. BOX 40271,
BERKELEY, CA. 94704
or PHONE (415) 995-2606

HURRY!
ORDER BACK ISSUES

BEFORE
THEY'RE HISTORY

HIGH FRONT
Issue 1-1984

UNDERQROtifjfr TABLOID ISSUE
Albert Hqffi^ftjffmothy Leary /Andrew Weil

Terence MSTenna /Jack Sarfatti /Marin Mutants

Issue 2 - 1985

FUCK AUTHOI
Ram Dass /Rghar^roon wTlson /Paul Krassner

Nick Herhgfl£Sft}rtrraphics & /Dangerous Satire

Issue 3 -1987 [$7.00pwft
ULTRA-SUPERSTA*«plBE

William S. Burroughs /TaranftaWwiom /Tom Robbins

Durk Peai*^ S^ndyShaw /John Lilly

Tim<tfj*sJftfFy/Monkee Mike Nesmith

veTlo Biafra and Lots More!

Issue 4- 1988

$5.00 ppd. ($7 Overseas Airmail)

60s INTO 90s ANTI-NOSTALGIA ISSUE
The CIA, LSD and The Occult /Grateful Dead

Todd Rundgren /Timothy Leary /Beastie Boys

S.F. Oracle's Allen Cohen

& Columns by: Terence McKenna,

Nick Herbert, Bruce Eisner and Peter Stafford

REALITY HACKERS
Issue 1 - Winter 1987 [Subari&on Only]

kin i)aia n i Atfradros
Lucid DreamiiMjj©eviV8$Tegabrain Update

MonitorineJhgraMSwtion Grid with Durk & Sandy

cfeApKerNetworking /Angel Tech

Issue 2 - Summerl9&?\ft
HARMONIC COjUOSgTCfcJPE

Nanotechnology /Nauror|§Fnrssage Machine

NeyHJfllajEyws /Cybernetics

ArtOTKp*rfTgQuart/ /Forum Report

HIGH FRONTIERS
DEPT RH5

PO BOX 40271

BERKELEY. CA
94704



The Graduate School

That's Different

Summer Public Lectures and Workshops
"Reflections on Indian Spirituality"

A 4-Week Summer Class

and Public Lecture Series

with Ramchandra Gandhi
In his final offering at CMS before returning to India, Dr.

Gandhi will reflect on the lives and inspiration of several

Indian spiritual teachers:

July 6 & 8: "Sri Ramakrishna, Sri Sarada Devi,

Swami Vivekananda"

July 1 2 & 14: "Sri Ramana Maharshi and his mother

Alagamma"

July 19 & 21: "Sri Aurobindo and the Mother, Mira"

July 26 & 28: "Sri J. Krishnamurti and Mahatma
Gandhi"

a concluding celebration of Indian

Spirituality in the West - catered re-

freshments and Indian music.

7:00 - 9:00 pm
1 academic unit or $40 per series for students/seniors.

$8 per lecture or $60 per series for the general public.

Friday Evening Lecture Series 7:30 - 9:30 pm
July 9 Dhyani Ywahoo - "The Voices of Our

Ancestors"

July 22 Kazuaki Tanahashi - "Japanese Brush

Mind: Traditional & Unexpected

Form"

July 29 Stan & Christina Grof - "Beyond the

Brain"

Tickets at the door only $6 students/seniors $8 general

765 Ashbury St., San Francisco

July 9-10:

July 15, 17:

ly 16:

ly 22-23:

ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

The California Institute

of Integral Studies is accredited by

the Western Association of Schools

and Colleges.

DEGREE PROGRAMS
• East/West Psychology

(MA & PhD)

• Philosophy & Religion

(MA & PhD)

• Psychology (PhD)
• Clinical Psychology

• Counseling Psychology

• Organizational

Development

& Transformation

• Social & Cultural

Anthropology (MA)

• Health Studies

(Certificate)

For further information: Contact the Institute at (41 5) 753

or write CMS, 765 Ashbury St.,

Weekend Workshops

(a partial listing)

"Voices of Our Ancestors"

Dhyani Ywahoo
From Cherokee philosophy come
practices of the relationship with self, one

another, the Earth. Ven. Dhyani Ywahoo,

trained by her grandparents, is the 27th

generation to carry the ancestral wisdom

of the Ywahoo Lineage and is a guide to

all who walk the Beauty Road.

"Applications of Shamanic Technologies

in Contemporary Society"

Leslie Cray and Tom Pinkson

"The Secret of Buddhist Healing Practices"

Rina Sircar

"Brush Mind" Kazuaki Tanahashi

A slide-illustrated lecture/discussion and

experiential workshop on the process of

one-stroke brushwork and its relationship

to relaxation, selflessness and global

concern.

"Dreamsinging and Active Imagination"

Grant Rudolph

Dreamsinging is an active imagination

technique for enlivening personal images

with the vibration of improvised personal

sound.

"Beyond the Brain: Birth, Death and

Transcendence in Psychotherapy"

Stan and Christina Grof

"Initiatory Symbolism Mirrored in Nature"

Sfeven Foster & Meredith Little

Participants will experience the initiatory

steps of wilderness passage rites in the

mountains of the Eastern Sierra.

(car-pooling will be arranged)

61 00 for complete details and registration

SF, CA94117.

July 22-23:

July 29-31:

July 29-31:



GO THERE NOW ! . .

WITH NEUROPEP ™

AND OTHER BRAIN
MACHINES

NeuroPep™ is an aid to those who are trying to learn meditation and encountering

blocks. .and an enrichment for practiced Meditators. It's a relaxation device for those suffering

stress., and the most thrilling light and sound show you have ever seen.

Thousands of years ago, stone age shamans discovered that certain drum rhythms

combined with the flickering lights of campfires produced astounding brain changes. As time

passed, many more of these 'illuminating' light-sound-brain links were explored by Tibetan

Buddhist, ceremonial magicians and creative artists. In the 1960s, scientific research in bio-

feedback began to clarify the exact electrical-chemical systems in the brain that were stimulated

by light and sound pulses. Just recently the NeuroPep™ was developed. "Rainbows," "fireworks"

and "kaleidoscopes" are some of the terms users apply to the visions seen. In the alpha/theta/

delta states created by the NeuroPep™, the brain is relaxed yet alert, tranquil yet supemormally

aware. It is in this rapture that the brain produces endorphines and other neuropeptides, the

chemicals which stimulate both creative thinking and deep body sensations of "melting,"

"merging" and innerpeace. While tensionsvanish, the logical leftbrain moves into synchrony with

the intuitive right brain, producing what many experiences as unprescendented mental clarity.

The only systems as advanced as NeuroPep™ have been marketed in the $3000 to $7500
price range and have required trained operators., but NeuroPep™, due to its four channels of

information on one cassette, needs no special training and sells for less than $300. It allows you

to participate in the cutting edge of brain science and artistic innovation, while enjoying soothing

relaxation from stresses of our complex modern life. We are setting up studios, open to muscians

and artists interested in particpating in this new mind technology. The NeuroPep™ is a com-

bination AM-FM receiver and light-sound player, with two tapes known to stimulate neuropep-

tides, enhance creativity and create relaxation retailing for$299.00. Disributorships are available.

New experimental tapes are being released at the rate of two per month for $1 2.99 each, available

from Mega Dynamics and its distributors.

ENDOMAX -Recent advances in neuroscience make it possible to retrain your brain to go higher

and operate more efficiently than most people have ever known. Allowing you to explore 8

dimensions of increased brain function. Meditate better and increse levels of endorphines and

other neurotransmitters linked with creative thinking. You can experience relaxation even

under stress. Endomax™ with 8 frequencies known to stimulate neuropeptides for $1 99.00.

OTHER BRAIN MACHINES - Available include Ultron, David 1, Grahm Potentializer, biofeed-

back and magnetic stimulators, at discounts of up to 20%.
Dealer inquires welcome.Write or phone for additional information. All Mega Dynamics

products carry a full 30 days money back guarrantee.

Cal residents include 6% tax. All order please include $4.95 postage and handling. Send check or money order to:

Mega Dynamics
866 Huntley Dr., Los Angeles, Ca 90069 • (213) 854-5959
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MONDO BIZZARRO [Editorial]

Letters to the Editors

MIND MACHINES TODAY Jay Cornell

ARTIFICIAL REALITY TECHNOLOGIES
Timothy Leary & Eric GuIIichsen

DOKTOR MABUSE: HACKER TO THE M-M-MAX
Morgan Russell

SUFI LaMAYA Phoenix and Arabeth

FEED YOUR HEAD: PSYCHOACTIVE DESIGNER
FOODS Durk Pearson & Sandy Shaw

PSYCHESUPERSONIC CUTTING EDGE Musaios

Interview: ANDRUA PUHARICH Lawrence Gerald

YESTERDAY IS JUST A SPACETIME
TWIST AWAY Nick Herbert

DESIGNER VIRUSES Queen Mu

PSYCHEDELIC FUTUROLOGY IN BERLIN
Terence McKenna

A NOTE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
Yes, it's true that our subscription policies and irregular

publishing schedule have caused some confusion in the past. As a

young publication, we've gone through many growing pains, includ-

ing various format, style and personnel changes.

Now for the good news. Those of you who recently sub-

scribed for a year expect to receive 2 issues ofHigh Frontiers magazine

and 4 issues of Reality Hackers Newsletter. And those of you who
subscribed for 2 years expect twice as much— but you're going to get

more than you bargained for. Beginning with this issue. Reality

Hackers has become a full-size magazine. Currently, we're making the

transition to a quarterly production schedule by publishing alternate

issues ofHigh Frontiers (with its themes, such as the upcoming Music

& Consciousness issue) and Reality Hackers . Under our new policy all

1-year subscribers will receive 6 magazines (3 High Frontiers & 3

Reality Hackers) over a 1-1/2 year period, instead of 2 magazines and

4 newsletters. All 2-year subscribers will receive a total of10 maga-

zines (5 of each) over a 2-1/2 year period.

For the first time in our history we're confident we can publish

high-quality magazines on a quarterly basis. And that's exactly what

we intend to do. We'd also like to thank our charter and patron

subscribers for their patience. As most of them already know, they'll

get their money's worth — and more.

REALITY HACKERS 3



MONDO BIZZARRO

Anyone out there notice the cresting surre-

ality of our times? It's almost as though there's

a vast molten core of the phantastical and the

absurd, an Agartha or never-neverland of the

imagination where oxymorons walk hand in

glove with palpable metaphors. Every once in a

while these crop up in our Everyday Reality—
in the form of information viruses, popular

delusions, cults and weird news stories. Curi-

ouser and curiouser our world is becoming— a

place where the wildest nurslings of the human
imagination are becoming everyday institution-

alized realities.

The Weekly World News probably better

reflects the popular imagination than the New
York Times or even the San Francisco

Chronicle. Where else can you find articles as

full of drama and pathos, not to mention subtle

ethical implications, as in "Two-Headed Teen
Cuts off his Spare Noggin"? Nineteen-year

old Jayanti Gauri of Bangalor, India had two

heads growing out of one neck — the "spare"

head was slightly smaller but of average

intellect, and by Gauri's own
admission, it protested vigorously.

I can't help feeling that this tale is

somehow a parable for our times.

But which of our heads is

dominant? And is it in our interests

to simply lop off the other one?

There are those who maintain that

cognitive science and emerging

information technologies will help

us bridge the gap between the soul-

less computer and the humanistic

imagination. Hypertext,

cyberpunking, video graphics

and computer play are all

tools of the mutant two-

headed cyber pilot of

the 90's.

STEAL THIS FIRE:
THE NEW PROMETHEANS
Our subtitle, Information

Technologies & Entertainment

for those on the Brink is, in part,

a sly attempt to be stocked by

computer stores. Hey! Why do
those computer magazines have

to be sooo boring. Does anybody

out there find photographs of computers excit-

ing or erotic?

Speaking of erotic, we have our Most
Valuable Philosopher, Timothy Leary, teamed

up with computer wiz Eric Gullichsen scoping

out Artificial Realities. Eric was recently

beamed into the San Francisco Bay Area by

Autodesk, to work on a mysterious project in-

spired by G. Spencer Brown's The Laws of
Form. Autodesk also teleported Ted Nelson,

the philosopher king of the hyperworld, and

announced at the recent computer fair its full

support for Project Xanadu. Watch for an

unusual and original conversation with Ted in an

upcoming issue of Reality Hackers.

DOKTOR MABUSE
HACKER TO THE MM-MMAX
If more people knew what these hackers

could do, they wouldn't even bother voting in

these silly Presidential TV Game Show Sweep-

stakes. (Come to think of it, most of us don't.)

After talking to some of the more sophisticated

of these characters, I'm convinced that the entire

electronic infrastructure upon which the various

power elites rest, is up for grabs. More than that,

I may not now reveal.

However, starting in this issue, our own
Morgan Russell (who will surely be some day

recognized as the Hunter Thompson of Cyber-

delia) will reveal to you the mysterious work-

ings of Doktor Mabuse — Hacker Extraordi-

naire. This time around, you'll find out how in-

dividuals and independent groups can access

Network Television Time. Satellite hacking and

pirate TV may become the grafitti art of rebel-

lious aristocratic techies. Now that ought to tear

a hole in the fabric of consensus reality

big enough to fly a Moller VTOL craft through.

IF THE HACKERS DON'T GETCHAI
THEN THE PSYCHICS WILL!
Lawrence Gerald chats with Andrija

Puharich: it's psionic intrigue and adventure

with government agents, Uri Geller-kids who
could start WWIII and protective devices for

shielding against E.L.F. waves.

And, in the PSYCHESUPERSONIC
CUTTING EDGE, Musaios — CyberMystic

author of The Lion Path and Consciousness an

Reality— invites you to join him at The Tant

ric Wedding ofPhysics and Psychology for

a little Ultrasonic Brain Music.



Nick Herbert shows us how time travel

is possible without rotating the whole universe

in Yesterday is Just a Spacetime Twist Away.

Some of Einstein's equations describe acces-

sible pathways called "closed timelike loops,"

or CTLs, that actually wind back into the past

and Nick hacks the brush away from some of

these paths.

LOOK, MA. NO DRUGS!
In this, our first F.D.A.-approved issue of

Reality Hackers, we have foregone the usual

rash of drug-oriented material and our tradi-

tional scratch-and-sniff intoxicant centerfold.

Nancy will be pleased. But not too pleased, as

we look at some novel and legal ways to access

altered states— Mind Machines and PsychoAc-

tive Soft Drinks.

Jay Cornell, co-publisher of Gnosis

magazine, looks at the current state of mind
machines. It is not unlikely that, as we learn

more about the neurohormonal effects of light,

sound, and electromagnetic frequencies, mind
machines may give people what they seek from

psychoactive drugs at the push of a button or the

flick of a switch. Dial-a-consciousness!

Durk Pearson & Sandy Shaw are fre-

quent visitors to Reality Hackers. This time

through, they've brought some psychoactive

soft drinks with them— all natural, all nutrient

— yet they have very powerful effects on the

brain. "Rise and Shine," for example, has been

clinically shown to turn wimps into warriors!

Is Berlin where it's at nowa-

days? And maybe even Moscow?
Should the hip and the hopeful jRL MHth.
be looking to the East? Teren
McKenna thinks so and tells

us about it in this issue's end-

paper, Psychedelic Futur-

ology in Berlin.

Well, there you have it.

We hope that we're at least

as exciting as iheWeekly

World News. And mar-

ginally more scientific.

In the final analysis,

of course, it's all

science fiction.

\ We're living it!

13

- R. U. SIRIUS
- QUEEN MU

/
/
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HACKERS, CRACKERS,
STRANGE ATTRACTORS,
WEALTHY BENEFACTORS,

PSYCHOACTIVES,
NEURONAUTS, QUANTUM

TIME TRAVELERS,
MULTI-MEDIA MANIACS,
MUTANTS, FUTANTS,
MAGICIANS, EROTIC
POLITICIANS, EXOTIC

APPARITIONS,
LONGEVITYCLINICIANS,
DEADHEADS, BUDDHA
HEADS, BOBHEADS,
PERFORMANCE

ARTISTS, INVENTORS,
ENTREPRENEURS, GENETIC
ENGINEERS, YOUR PEERS

THEY ALL COME TOGETHER
IN BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA
TO CREATE THE FUTURE AT

THE REALITY HACKERS FORUM

The Reality Hackers Forum is bring-

ing together forces that are shaping the

future: visionary technologists and scien-

tists, brain/mind/consciousness re-

searchers and communications artists.

We are dedicated to creating a future of

abundance, individual freedom, creativ

ity and novelty.

The Forum features a monthly theme

\ presentation from persons on the

, cutting edge of fringe science

\ frontier technology and
i consciousness research — often

''followed by a networking session

where individuals have the

opportunity to meet like-minded

people, promote individual and
collective projects and make
necessary connections for the
realization of goals and visions. The
Forum takes place each month.

\

r—

.

For further instructions call

415/995-2607 or write
P0 Box 40271

Berkeley, CA. 94704
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Psychoactive Drug Books-by-Phone
24 Mrs a day , UPS-COD, Visa/MC, FREE catalog

PSYCHEDELICS ENCYCLOPEDIA complete, 400pps, 200 photos

PSYCHEDELIC CHEMISTRY authoritative reference & lab manual

CHOCOLATE TO MORPHINE A. Weil, enlightened drug guide

DESIGNER DRUGS Ecstacy, Crack, China White, PCP, synthetics

LSD: MY PROBLEM CHILD story of A Hoffman discoverer of acid

MOKSHA Aldous Huxley writing on psychedelics and visionary exp

THE FIX study of drug trade, heroin, cocaine, pot, designer drugs

MUSHROOM CULTIVATOR best book on growing mushrooms
PSILOCYBE MUSHROOMS & THEIR ALLIES detailed accurate

MAGIC MUSHROOM HANDBOOK field guide, reference, color picts

CULTIVATORS HANDBOOK of MARUUANA Bill Drake's classic

INDOOR MARUUANA HORTICULTURE Cervantes' high tech bk

DELUXE MARUUANA GROWERS GUIDE best grow book available

SPIRAL DLX MARIJUANA GRWRS GUIDE lays flat, lasts, DLX bk

MARIJUANA BOTANY Clarke's definitive guide to marijuana plant

SINSEMILLA TECHNIQUE knowledgeable grow guide with photos

MARIJUANA MOONSHINE VIDEO vhs growing course, great

MARIJUANA GROWERS Hbk Indoor/Greenhouse Edn Updated

ED ROSENTHAL'S MJ GROWING TIPS Eds best writing, photos

MARIJ. QUESTION? ASK ED homegrown, advice, photos, index

SHAMAN WOMAN women's writing on drug experience, literature

DRUG ANTIQUES guide to drug collectibles, photos, prices

INDOOR/OUTDOOR MARIJUANA GROWERS GD best introduction

MARIJUANA POTENCY hashmaking, isomers, chemistry, photos

SINSEMILLA Marijuana Flowers, sex ing/harvest photos, color book
CANNABIS ALCHEMY isomerisers, hash oil, chemistry

COCAINE HANDBOOK essential reference, 200 pp„ 200 photos

12.95

14.95

9.95

7.95

7.95

7.95

17.95

24.95

12.95

9.95

14.95

14.95

19.95

24.95

12.95

14.95

39.95

16.95

12.95.

16.95.

12.95

12.95.

5.95

14.95.

19.95.

5.95
24.95"

COCAINE CONSUMER HANDBOOK testing procedures, how to quit 10.00

WEED adventures of a dope smuggler, mexicanpot scene

UNDERGROUND COMIX zap, sex, drugs, over 1 ,000 cartoonsl

THE SCIENTIST j. Lilly metaphysical autobiography

ILLUMINATI PAPERS R.A.Wilson weird speculations

select books, add up and write book price SUBTOTALS
FREE USA Shipping ON ORDERS OVER $35.00 (excluding Hawaii or Alaska) others

add $3.00 per bk for USA shipping, Canada add $3 per book. Foreign add $5 per bk

COD fee_$3 Card fee_$2 POBox (no CODs) fee_$2 California add 7% sales tax

Personal checks held to clear, Make check payable to Books-by-Phone

_CHK_MO _UPS-COD _CARD TOTAL for Books & fees $

MC_Visa_ Exp date card#

Name

Address

These books are for adults only, I am over 21 (sign)

Price and availability subject to change without notice, Drug education books are for sale

to ADULTS ONLY to provide information in accord with 1st Ammendment. Offer void

where prohibited by law. No warranties are made. Use is not advocated. Consult your

physician, attorney and clergy. Please allow 3 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Order by telephone with VISA/MC or UPS-COD
800-858-2665 National 415-548-2124 California

Call or write for FREE CATALOG Box 522 Berkeley CA 94701



LETTERS

High Frontiers:

I was pleased to see Martin Lee's piece (HF

#4) begin to place charges at structural points in

the "big board" game of low-intensity warfare

we all know and love and accuse our enemies of

employing exclusively, the game of PSYWAR
and PSYOPS.

This war is characterized by its heavy em-

phasis upon creating the psychological predis-

position towards behaving favorably regarding

one faction or another within the paradigm of a

set of given trigger stimuli camouflaged within

the fabric of social expectation. The key idea is

camouflage. Carl Gustav Jung was a Nazi. Like

his control agent Allen Dulles. The "Age of

Aquarius" is a Nazi geo-political operations

concept equivalent to "Lebensraum", "Strength

Through Joy", "Volksgeist" and "Arbeit Macht

Frei". You know, and I know you know. You
know I know you know. I know you know I

know you know. Sure it hurts.

How do smart guys get fooled? How much

can be revealed without getting one's ass into

some hypno-programmed Manchurian

Candidate's sight-picture? What agencies of

geo-political insight are responsible for this lat-

ter day wiseing up? How does your average

TIME TRAVEL IS
NOW A REALITY!

LUX NATURA announces

TIMEWAVE ZERO version 2.0

The long-awaited software supporting Terence
McKenna's radical and controversial theory of the

fractal structure of time. First proposed twelve years

ago in the McKennas' tour de force The Invisible

Landscape. Timewave Zero 2.0 makes accessi-

ble a theory destined to change forever our concep-
tion of the nature of time and the forces that shape

our individual lives and the larger historical matrix

in which we find ourselves. Timewave Zero 2.0

charts the course of the ingression of novelty into

time in increments as large as 135,000 years, or as

small as four days.

"I felt as though I was flying over the landscape of

human history. Its mountainous peaks define peri-

ods of habituation; its deep valleys illustrate mo-
ments and ages of accelerated evolution."

— Erich Jantsch

"McKenna has done it! The future is a known quan-

tity to the aficianados of Timewave Zero."
— Ralph Abraham

"Anyone who is interested in the / Ching, Taoism
or the nature of time will have their socks knocked
off by Timewave Zero. A triumph."

— Ralph Metzner

Timewave Zero 2.0 is a significant

contribution to the study of the I Ching,
an excellent tool for analyzing the ups and
downs of one's own life, and a lens for

viewing patterns of the past and future.

Software package includes 5.5 inch floppy diskett,

manual and an audio tape of the McKenna lecture

"The Syntax of Psychedelic Time" Price $80.00 +
6% sales tax in California. Timewave Zero 2.0 runs

on the Apple He, lie or IIGS machine with an 80

column card and one disk drive.

Available only from

2140 Shattuck Ave.

Box 2196-HF
Berkeley, CA 94704

REALITY HACKERS 7



of the jungle

Beneficial Ethnobotanicals
Your global inter-species

genetic connection for:

• Rare tropical medicinals
• Tribal vegetable cultivars
• Ultra-terrestial house plants
• Ethnobotanical Products

Exotic Shamanic Resources

" M o n t e z u ma's S e c r e t"

T h e o r i g i n a 1 e ro t i c r o y a 1 A z t e c h a r e m
b e v e r a g e : a p o t e n t , s p i c y , h e r b a 1

c h o c o late f o rm u 1 a t i o n - 4 o z . s u p p 1 y

with instructions $5 ppd.

Banisteriopsis - Woodrose

Gotu Kola - Kava-Kava

Rare Cacti -Seeds - Cuttings

Products and More

San Pedro Cactus Cuttings
' M o n d o - g r a d e ' S p e c i rn e n s

24''
/ $ 3 5 p p d

B u 1 k Rate $ 1 2 / f t
. p p d . ( 1

' m i n i m um

)

Illustrated Catalog Free with

Order

or send $2 ... of the jungle

P.O. Box 1801
Sebastopol, CA.

95473

5£^& *$3tL^DP
anarcho-cabalist sift this info without erupting

into flame? These and other warm furry little

questions . .

.

In the meantime, coax Vonnette La Flame to

attach her sucking parts to Morgan Russell cause

his quill quells well da swill.

O.K., you Prometheans. You got nothin' to

lose but your chains. Steal this fire.

Walter Alter

San Francisco

Dear Editors

Since reading R. U. Sirius' opening sermon

in HF#4 on the new species coming of age in this

information age, I have been allocating a goodly

portion of my conscious mind to the AMEN of

creating such a free information network. What

I mean by free is the freedom to access and

disseminate information at cost.

We now have almost at our fingertips (or

most probably at our voice-tip, through the grace

of Artificial Intelligence) a true global network

of simultaneous thought, decision, creation, on

the physical level. We can be freed now from the

multi-national or state-owned newswire "serv-

ices." The motto is no longer "All the news that's

fit to print," but "All the news is fit to access."

Imagine instant reporting from anywhere on the

planet and instant accessing, with the buttons

presenting a list of abstracts on that theme. A
planetary poll could be in constant existence,

doing away with the "representative" type of

government now in existence. I am not quite sure

as I write this, just what kind of government this

will be, since every member of this species

would have the ability to pilot the course of the

species. Some management would be needed,

but these managers would undergo a continuous

popularity poll through the free information

network, until the support level fell to a level

calling for a recall. Terms would be irrelevant.

If we combine this with Nick Herbert's

thoughts about a Culbertsonian mind synthe-



sizer and clear-loop links, we are indeed in for

species-think and species-action and, hopefully,

species love.

Finally, I would like to broadcast an impor-

tant event in Sweden on the island of Gotland

near the old Hanseatic League town of Visby.

On July 1, 1988, The Einstein-Hermanns Foun-

dation, of which I am a director and the Secre-

tary-Treasurer, will open the World Youth

Friendship Parliament. Already the Nobel

Laureate in Literature, Wole Soyinka ofNigeria,

has announced he will attend. We would like as

many Nobel laureates and common and uncom-

mon people as possible to come,

The basis of the youth parliament is acting

out of intuition and not out of fear or insecurity.

If any one of you has contact with Pink Floyd or

another sympathetic band, I would be most

grateful for an introduction to enlist their assis-

tance. We've purchased a 54 acre estate, Mu-

ramaris, which is really magical. And we are just

a couple of kilometers from the walled medieval

town of Visby, so one's imagination can really

be stimulated. For those wishing hotel accom-

modations, they can contact me at 415-332-

4335 by voice and 415-332-6106 by modem or

via Tymnet (setup is 7-E-l, use lowercase), or

Hotel Snack (Tel.0 11-46-498-60000, Telex

4104 SNACKS, or Box 1074, 62121 Visby,

Sweden).

That's the void from here. Greetings to all

out there.

Ken Norton/Everjoy

San Jose

Hello R.U.Sirius!!

I must begin by saying that I enjoy High

Frontiers a whole lot. The 1987 Annual left me
fairly ecstatic: The large format, pages of fasci-

nating type by Gracie & Zarkov, Tarantula

Venom . . . etc. Big fun for my brain, you know?

And though this latest issue comes-off like a

new-age High Times, almost, there was some

really interesing material nonetheless. The

Beastie Boys piece was simply

UNFORGIVEABLE!! . . . Gee, that felt good!

Anyway, I await each report eagerly.

Yours,

Roscoe

Islington, Ontario

Boy, do you guys piss me off with your

chemical stew, phew. P. U. stinko. How about

printing your true motives. What stocks do you

own boys?

I'm making small tens units and setting them

loose everywhere . . . see you in the funny papers.

Sincerely,

Clyde O. Scopia

Davenport, California

Dear Skinny Lean Doe,

Loved your party!! And the Anagram pro-

gram sure beats charades! (Ars Magna © 1986

by Michael Norton— Boston Computer Society

Mac Group, One Center Plaza, Boston, MA.
02108) Anagram generation is intriguing. Got

me thinking there must be some connection

twixt queenmu and quantum theory. How about

QUEEN MU'S TANTRALITY = QUANTUM
REALITY NETS?

In all your delvings, have you run into any-

thing on the cymbalon? My gleanings are slim,

but it seems to have been a scientific instrument

used by early savants. There are Renaissance

examples that survive in obscure regional muse-

ums in Italy, but the principle may go back to

ancient Chaldea. They seem to have consisted of

a quartz prism fitted at each end with brass

tympans. The Brass plates were inscribed with

letters in dial formation. The crystal was broken

in two, or came in two parts (like cymbals), and

were used for some sort of transference of en-

ergy. I can't help feeling there's a quantum

connection here. Any two quantum objects that

have once interacted are joined together by a

kind of cosmic glue that acts instantly even

across light-years distances to inform one object

about what is happening to its partner.
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Quantum objects "stick together" by a kind

of voodoo influence, like the supposed distant

influence of hair or nail clippings. In

Schroedinger's day this quantum connnection

was regarded as a theoretical artifact— like the

International Dateline— not a real feature of the

quantum world. Just as you can't really go back

in time using the dateline, you can't use the

quantum connection for any kind of instant com-

munication. In 1965, Bell proved that the quan-

tum connection was real. Real in the sense that

to make the world work right — i.e. in accor-

dance with the EPR experiment — nature has to

use actual superluminal voodoo links. So far it

looks as though humans cannot gain access to

these links. The quantum connection — is a

private line accessible to nature alone, secured

from human access by an unbreakable code to

which nature alone holds the key. So far.

I'm off to Dallas for the Isthmus Institute

Conference on Consciousness and the Physical

World. Enclosed is the paper I've done for them

"Three Experimental Assaults on Quantum Re-

ality" and something for the next Reality Hack-

ers: "Yesterday is just a Spacetime Twist

Away."

Long Live Queen Quantum!

Yours in the cosmic glue,

Nick (Herbert)

Boulder Creek, California

Fnords!

I like your magazine. To put it mildly, it

overwhelmed me. So I thought I would drop you

a letter and invite you to call my computer BBS
if you have access to a computer system. We
have ongoing discussions on drugs, sex, and

magick, and other weirdness. (We are also

official unofficial BBS of Cyberpunk Interna-

tional, but that is another story. Anyways why
don't you give it a call, and meet all the mutants

from around the country on my BBS.

Lunatic Labs UnLimited

415-278-7421

1200/2400 Baud 24 hours a day.

The Sysop, The Mad Chemist

GUNS DON'T KILL PEOPLE — IMAGES
KILL PEOPLE.

I have made the catastrophic discovery that

it is legal to murder, torture and mutilate people

with pictures. The mass audience is in danger of

total extinction through enjoyment. An interna-

tional consortium of Entertainment Mafiosi,

Information Control Tyrants and Image Gesta-

pos have, through telegenetic engineering,

created metaviruses in the form of pictures.

These virus pictures are virtually indistinguish-

able from "normal" pictures. After entering

through the eyes, they devour the imagination of

their victim and replace it with the imagination

of their parent body, i.e. one of the elite psycho-

paths who control the global entertainment

ecology.
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World Entertainment War

Santa Cruz, California

Wha' hoppen? You guys kick drugs, or

what? I mean, seven paragraphs, no matter how

supersyllabically entitled, is Terence McKenna

no. And would even People ditch dinner with

the 2 1 st Century MVP after only drinks? "More

air!" I hear the Art Director gasp. There are

heads, and there are airheads.

High-school humor replaces Cosmic

Giggle, lowering scientific integrity to mere

triptease. I've heard "Captain Clearlight's
'

(SHAZAM and Gesundheit, kiddies) UFO story

a dozen times and he always conscientiously

reports how much scopolamine he imbibed.

Lest you not dismiss me as a nitpicker: you

never before let a movie escape your copydesk

misnomered (Brainstorm). Where was steel-

trap Queen Mu? When will MacWord go Hol-

lywood?

Finally, what ergomaniac indulged those

cascading toilet rollouts of editor-glorification

in "Steal This Conference," an otherwise virtu-

oso weld of form, content and neurotantric word

masturbation?
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OK, you're still heads above Brands X, Y,

and Z. Nick Herbert continues to create a uni-

verse where only mutants can read the road-

maps. I don't know whether an editor with a real

name can survive there, but Morgan Russell sure

can rip those keys. Marty Lee makes being

paranoid fun.

But cut the shit. Listen, if there's a break-

through in the grey room, you guys are leading

the charge. I don't need my crystal to see the old

format wasn't paying the rent. Let's all chant

now, and envision those bowdlerized words as

bubbles, holding Reality Hackers afloat above

them, uncompromising and uncompromised

forever, its megabrainbyte fatal to the status quo.

Omward,

Art Wand
Los Angeles

The Telluride Institute invites you to the mountains of Colorado for:

COMPOSER-TO-COMPOSER
A major new international gathering of composers for discussions,

demonstrations, and performances of new work and work-in-progress.

AUGUST 19-21

Program Creators: CHARLES AMIRKHANIAN & JOHN LIFTON

JOHN ADAMS PAUL DE MARINIS KYLE GANN
LOU HARRISON JOAN LA BARBARA TERRY RILEY

STEPHEN SCOTT LAURIE SPIEGEL MORTON SUBOTNICK

Australia: SARAH HOPKINS VINCENT PLUSH PETER SCULTHORPE
Wfest Germany: DENYS BOULIANE U.S.S.R: EDISON DENISOV*

* subject to confirmation

Attendence limited to 200 in the historic Sheridan Opera House @ $150.00
The Telluride Institute: Box 1770, Telluride CO 81435 (303) 728 4981 /4402

Advisory Boant MILTON BABBIT!" JOHN CAGE GYORGY UGET1 STEVE REICH

MEGA
BRAIN®

[NEW TOOLS FOR BRAIN GROWTH
AND MIND EXPANSION]

Experience consciousness-altering, intelligence-boosting

devices neuroscientists are calling "Nautilus machines for

the brain."

In a MEGABRAIN WORKSHOP® you will have the oppor-

tunity to explore the effects of a variety of brain-stimulating

tools that have shown evidence of producing dramatic in-

creases in memory, intelligence, sensory acuity, creativity

and receptivity to new information. Neuroscientists have

found that the Megabrain devices rapidly create the high-

coherence, peak efficiency mental states produced more

slowly and less reliably by traditional techniques such as

meditation and yoga.

Among the "turbochargers for the mind" you may experi-

ence first-hand:

• THE GRAHAM POTENTIALIZER revolves the user

through an electromagnetic field, producing meditative

states, and "streamlining" neural activity by increasing the

Neural Efficiency Quotient.

• THE MIND MIRROR provides the user with a full-

spectrum, real-time image of the brainwave activity of both

hemispheres and assists in producing states of heightened

awareness..

• THE ALPHA STIM, a transcranial electrostimulator that

a recent study proved dramatically increased human learning

abilities and concentration.

• HEMI SYNC delivers precisely tuned sound waves of

differing frequencies to seperate ears, increasing neural or-

ganization and mental acuity and producing altered states of

consciousness.

• Otherdevices include TRANQUILITY, which produces an

audio-visual "blank out" state and has been called a "portable

flotatin tank"; HYPNO-PERIPHERAL PROCESSING,
THE ALPHA-PACER, THE PULSED ELECTROMAG-
NETIC HELD GENERATOR and many more.

To leam more about these and other devices, read MEGA-
BRAIN: NEW TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES FOR BRAIN
GROWTH AND MIND EXPANSION by Michael

Hutchison, a writer described by THE NEW YORKER as

"out on the cutting edge" and by Dr. John Lilly as "superb",

(available in Ballantine paperback at your local bookstore

for $4.95, or add $ 1 .00 for postage and send check or money

order to the address below.).

FOR INFORMATION about the dates and locations of

MEGABRAIN WORKSHOPS®, and to

leam more about how you may pur-

chase Megabrain devices,

write or call:

MEGABRAIN, INC.

1 740 Technology Drive

Suite 290

San Jose, Ca 95112

(408) 279-4392
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Better Brain Change Through Electricity

MIND MACHINES TODAY
by Jay Cornell

Mind machines — technological

devices that affect the mind — have

arrived. Although the field is very much

in its infancy, it's easy to perceive the

outline ofa future where these machines

will play an important role— extending

and expanding our faculties and allow-

ing greater control over our mental

states and moods. Recently, Michael

Hutchison, author of the definitive book

on mind-machine technology - Mega-

brain - hosted a workshop in Silicon

Valley. Attendees were treated to hands-

on (or is it heads-on?) demonstations of

a dozen gizmos. Jay Cornell is an

Oakland-based technophile and assis-

tant publisher of Gnosis magazine.

Wearing his Reality Hackers beanie, he

attended the day-long seminar and is-

sued the following report.

Remember the hoopla about bio-

feedback devices in the late '60s? They

really could reduce stress and aid medita-

tion, worthy - though not terribly excit-

ing - goals. Then in Megabrain I dis-

covered how mutant descendants of bio-

feedback instruments had been designed

to exploit the latest brain research find-

ings and were, among other feats: allevi-

ating pain, curing diseases, sending

people on mental trips to other planets,

unleashing creativity, raising IQs, and

growing hair on the bald. I realized we

were in the early stages of yet another

Brain Change Revolution.

MACHINES FOR
CHANGING MINDS

This Revolution is in its wild and

woolly early stages at the moment. The

FDA watches carefully while a few

doctors tentatively use some machines

for treating stress, relieving pain and

aiding wound healing, but these Authori-

ties still pooh-pooh the more extravagant

claims and warn against charlatanism.

Meanwhile, eccentric experimenters

and entrepreneurs are in their basements

and garages building machines, just as

the mid-'70s hackers built the first per-

sonal computers. On the research front,

scientists are performing and replicating

experiments that overturn long-held

beliefs about the brain, and the results are

adapted to the next generation of ma-

chines. The whole mind machine field is

poised to take off. Right now, it's a grow-

ing but volatile mixture of scientific

research, budding entrepreneurs, in-
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spired amateurs, amazing "it changed my
life" anecdotes, and a mildly cautionary press.

It's a lot like the state of psychedelic drug

research 30 years ago.

MIND MACHINE DAY
The workshop was held at Tranquility

Place, a Santa Clara "floatation/relaxation and

health education center." Claire Cloutier, co-

owner of the center, also hopes to expand its of-

ferings to include a "Mind Gym."

Before the presentations began, I scouted

out the attendees. They seemed like a smart and

healthy bunch, though the Nerdiness Quotient

exceeded the average. They looked like the sort

of people who wanted machines that would

change their minds : experienced meditators,

New Agers, bright college students, and psy-

chedelic computer programmers outnumbered

the few middle-aged medical professionals and

business-looking types. Most wouldn't have

been out of place at a Mensa meeting or a

hackers convention.

It was rather ironic: a room full of obvi-

ously brighter-than-average people, drawn to

machines that promise them even more intelli-

gence, while those among us truly in need of

better brains. .

.

SCIENCE MARCHES ON
Michael Hutchison opened the day by

summarizing theories and experiences that led

to the mind machines. He's covered it in detail

in Megabrain, but it is such heartening news that

I was happy to hear it again.

I remember, back in high school, a bit of

folk wisdom. It said that we each had only a

finite number of brain cells, and as we grew

older they just slowly died off. The behavior of

our elders did little to dispel this depressing

factoid. Along with what I learned in biology

about ne/ve tissue almost never regenerating, it

seemed quite possible. Well, forget it. Repeated

experiments by several world-class scientists

have proven that stimulation can actually cause

the brain to physically grow. Rats in boring

environments get dumber, but rats in enriched

environments show growth in the size, intercon-

nectedness and even numbers of neurons, den-

drites and glial cells of the neocortex, which

accounts for about 85% of the human brain and

is the seat of our higher intellectual functions.

This works with young rats and old rats (though

more slowly in the latter), and in a strange echo

of Lamarckism, even pregnant rats in enriched

environments give birth to offspring with

thicker cortexes. (The mechanism for this trans-

fer of effects through generations is not yet

known, but it is interesting to note that it is a

traditional belief in Japan and China that enrich-

ing the environment of the expectant mother

will increase the intelligence of her child.) In

fact, many anthropologists now believe that the

use of tools actually caused the rapid growth of

of our ancestors brains 2-3 million years ago. If

this is true, then the use of tools which increase

intelligence is among the oldest human tradi-

tions.

There are many ways to stimulate the

brain. New experiences and more interesting

environments work. Psychoactive chemicals

can certainly change consciousness. The chemi-

cal model of the brain, dominant in neuro-

science since the 1950s, led the way to the many

advances in psychopharmacology and neuro-

chemistry we've seen since then. Influencing

the brain with chemicals is a tricky business,

though. Chemicals are hard to synthesize, tend

to be hard to control, have unwanted side effects,

decrease in effect with continued use, and are

mostly illegal. By the 1970s, many researchers

were sidestepping these difficulties by studying

and modifying brain activity using lights,

sound, or direct electrical signals. Thus, today's

mind-altering machines use these safer and

more controllable routes to the brain. Compared

to chemicals, electrical signals are much easier

to create, modify, send to the brain, and turn off.

Research is safer and faster, and requires fewer

hassles with existing bureaucracies.

Our brains produce a variety of simulta-

neous electrical signals, but many studies have

correlated states ofmind with certain brain wave

14



patterns. Rapid beta waves (about 1 3-30 Hz) are

associated with normal, externally-directed

consciousness. The slower alpha frequencies

(8-13 Hz) are associated with relaxation. Theta

waves (4-7 Hz), my personal favorites, accom-

pany deep meditation and facilitate memory and

learning. They are also associated with those

striking images and vivid memories that often

surprise us as we are about to fall asleep. Very

slow delta waves (0.5-4 Hz) are usually pro-

duced during deep sleep, and seem to be associ-

ated with healing and with the "oceanic feel-

ing."

Repeated ex-

periments . .

.

have proven that

stimulation can
actually cause
the brain to

physically grow

Neurologists have also found that the

brain hemispheres normally operate in different

rhythms and shift dominance back and forth.

However, during certain desirable states such as

deep meditation, creativity, and that hard to

describe feeling of being at one with your expe-

rience, the two hemispheres are synchronized,

or working in unison.

Pioneer biofeedback researchers Elmer

and Alyce Green first explored alpha frequen-

cies and their relation to meditation, but found

that the most experienced meditators favored

the deeper, more elusive theta frequencies. The

Greens then created electronic devices that

helped teach their subjects to reach the theta

state. The results were surprising. Many of the

subjects reported "integrative experiences" in

which their lives took on more meaning. They

felt oneness with the cosmos, had creative in-

sights, and fell in love. Learning and memory

improved and they rarely became ill. It was a

major breakthrough: using electronics, their

subjects had learned how to achieve the benefits

of years of difficult meditation training in a

matter of days.

We now know that different waves and

combinations of waves inhibit or stimulate the

release of neurochemicals just as drugs can,

though so far there are few generally agreed-

upon formulas for producing specific effects.

Various bioelectric researchers claim that by

altering brain waves they can produce just about

any mental effect you can imagine: not only

stress reduction, higher IQ, better learning and

more creativity, but also feelings of euphoria,

love, nausea, and more. Physical effects, such as

cures of chronic illness and strengthening of the

immune system, have also emerged. Some de-

vices have been shown to have a lasting, positive

effect on the Neural Efficiency Quotient (NEQ),

a standardized measure of brain function which

correlates to intelligence but eliminates the bi-

ases of standard IQ tests. It's no wonder the

medical establishment tends to dismiss the most

outrageous of these claims, and that a good deal

of classified military research supposedly con-

tinues in both the U.S. and the Soviet Union. Ob-

viously these techniques hold incredible prom-

ise for consciousness research.

While biofeedback devices help people

learn how to train their brain waves by simply

indicating when the desired range is reached, it'

s

easy to shift brain waves to the desired frequen-

cies and into synchrony by generating pulses

which the brain will follow. This process is

called "entrainment." There is still some contro-

versy as to how helpful entrainment is in teach-

ing the brain to achieve the various states with-

out the external stimuli. Nonetheless, it is how

most mind machines operate.

MODES OF INFLUENCE
The mind machines I'm aware of use one

or more of the following means to send signals

to the brain.

1) Lights. Aldous Huxley described his

experiments with the strobe light in an appendix

loThe Doors of Perception and Heaven and
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Hell. Today flashing lights are the most common
feature of mind machines, and the one with the

most immediately noticeable effects. Modified

ski goggles or sunglasses with two to sixteen red

LEDs (or small white lights) in front of each eye

are wired to a device that controls the frequency,

pattern, and sometimes the intensity of the flash-

ing. With eyes closed for the strongest effects,

everyone will notice that different settings pro-

duce different patterns and images. Different

flashing frequencies also quickly produce differ-

ent feelings, from excitement, or even anxiety

with rapid flashing, to calm at slower speeds. I've

seen a great variety of flickering, shifting moire

patterns, predominantly in dark red and deep

blues and purples. They are similar to the

phosphenes you can see by pressing with your

fingers on your closed eyes, and are oddly involv-

ing. Occasionally other colors are seen, depend-

ing on the person and the frequency. Sometimes

the brain will turn these patterns into stars, flow-

ers, or other images, an effect that can be strength-

ened by simultaneous use ofother modes of influ-

ence.

The Tranquilite, which uses a different kind

of light stimulus, is discussed below under

"Available Devices."

2) Electrical Pulses. Electrodes are placed

on the earlobes, below the ears, or on the skull and

send signals to the brain with very low-intensity

current (thousandths or millionths of an amp).

The combinations of signal strength, frequency,

and wave shape influence the brain in a wide

variety of very complex, mostly unknown, ways.

One basic principle is a curious reflection of the

techniques of homeopathic medicine: less cur-

rent often has a stronger effect. It seems that by

matching the strength of the brain's natural elec-

tricity one is able to stimulate the brain cells in a

more natural way.

The frequencies used range from hundreds

and thousands of Hz down to .5 Hz and below.

Several researchers use 7.83 Hz, supposedly the

resonant frequency of the Earth/ionosphere elec-

tromagnetic field, which is said to have a harmo-

nizing effect on the mind and body. The late

Michael Hercules, inventor of the Pulstar, found

that 1.05 Hz had strong healing effects. One

balding black man found that frequency not only

caused his hair to grow back, it grew back red.

The color change is said to have startled Mr.

Hercules, but the man explained that as a child

his nickname was "Red" because he had red hair

until he was 5 or 6.

Electrical stimulation tends to be more

subtle in effect than light stimulation and often

takes longer to create a noticeable change in

consciousness.

3) Sounds. White noise or pink noise

(white noise balanced to contain equal volume

across all octaves), electronically-generated

ocean waves and, occassionally, heartbeats are

used to make the brain resonate. Although most

of us can hear little or nothing below 40 Hz

(where the most interesting brain-wave frequen-

cies are), in the early '70s it was discovered that,

if a different frequency was sent to each ear (say

200 Hz and 202 Hz), the brain would resonate at

the difference between them (2 Hz). As with

flashing lights, the brain may use the "meaning-

less" stimuli to hallucinate all sorts of interesting

sounds, even music and voices.

These sounds may be used alone or inaudi-

bly mixed with gentle New Age music. Head-

phones maximize the effects.

4) Spoken Words. "Hypno-Peripheral

Processing" tapes are based on Neuro-Linguis-

tic Programming and the work of Milton

Erickson (arguably the greatest hypnotist and

therapist of the 20th century). Using head-

phones, the subject listens to short stories, heav-

ily laden with symbols, recited by soothing

voices speaking v-e-r-y s-1-o-w-l-y . Two differ-

ent voices read two different stories, one in each

ear, a technique said to force the mind to bypass

normal linear processing and absorb the infor-

mation more directly. Proponents can point to

many happy users, but many people (myself

included) find this too annoying to experiment

with for long.

5) Motion. Dancing, exercising and other

movement has long been known to influence

consciousness. The "witch's cradle," in which

the user hangs in a harness and swings like a free
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pendulum, is one traditional device that uses

motion for consciousness alteration. Motion

stimulates the semicircular canals and cilia of

our inner ears, sending signals to the cerebel-

lum, and sloshes the fluids that make up most of

the body. The Graham Potentializer is the only

modern mind machine I know of that uses this

method, and it can have a profound effect.

6) Magnetic Fields. A few devices use

pulsed magnetic fields, usually in conjunction

with other means. Most claim only mild syner-

gistic effects.

7) Ultrasonic. Long-time consciousness

researcher Dr. Charles Muses is developing a

device that stimulates the brain using ultrasonic

waves sent directly into the brain, bypassing the

ears altogether. More information on this tech-

nique appeared in High Frontiers #4 and still

more will be revealed in future issues.

SOME OF THE
AVAILABLE DEVICES

The Synchro-Energizer

One of the best known of the brain ma-

chines, and one of the best. It uses goggles with

flashing lights and headphones playing synthe-

sized sounds. The control panel contains a vari-

ety of switches and dials, making the Synchro-

Energizer one of the most flexible machines

available. It may be as powerful as the lights-

and-sound approach can get, and nearly every-

one who tries it for as little as five minutes will

"feel different." Unfortunately, it's also one of

the most expensive (about $7,000), so a lot of the

new mind machines promote themselves as

"like the Synchro-Energizer but cheaper." One

Marin County entrepreneur has opened a Syn-

chro-Energizer parlor called "The Universe of

You," where $10 buys a 45 minute experience.

The first mind machine I ever tried, it quickly

took me into a mild psychedelic state. My
breathing became slower and steadier, and the

shimmering, mutating moire patterns I watched

behind my eyelids seemed utterly fascinating. I

relaxed, sank into myself, began to drift, and

then to think different thoughts about con-

sciousness, the brain, human evolution . . . and

how I could get my hands on one of these

machines.

TheD.A.V.LD. 1

Very similar to the Synchro-Energizer, for

around $3,500.

The MC 2

A small handheld keypad hooked up to a

pair of sunglasses with two LEDs per eye and a

set of headphones, the MC 2 has 10 prepro-

grammed light and sound sequences of varying

lengths which will lead you from the normal beta

state down through alpha and into theta. This

eliminates the need for conscious adjustment of

frequency as you reach the desired states, which

is helpful, but it also means the machine has total

control over your trip. I was about two-thirds of

the way through my sequence when someone

kicked out the power cord, which ended the trip

prematurely by resetting the sequence back to

the beginning. Still, it's only $350.

The Alpha Stim

The Ferrari of the electrotherapy ma-

chines. Prescribed by numerous doctors for pain

relief, as well as reducing anxiety and stress, its

endorphin-releasing abilities have also been

used to successfully detoxify cocaine addicts.

There was one at the workshop, but unfor-

tunately when I got to it the people who knew

how to use it were elsewhere. I was not about to

clip the electrodes to my earlobes and just start
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twisting dials, so I have no personal experience

to report.

The RelaxPak

One of the many small, simplified models

of electrotherapy devices available by prescrip-

tion for about $450. The size of a deck of cards,

it has one control knob to adjust amplitude and

a pair ofelectrodes that are placed under the ears.

The frequency is fixed at 100Hz.

I used one for about fifteen minutes. The

most noticeable effect was a slight, irregular pin-

pricking sensation at the point where the elec-

trodes were attatched. Maybe I felt a little more

relaxed and clearheaded afterwards, but it was

hard to say. My test wasn't long enough to be

sure of any effects.

The Graham Potentializer

Conceived in 1 972 and first built two years

later, the Potentializer is the only mind machine

I know of that uses bodily motion to induce its

effects. You lie on a large massage table while

enough to convince me of the possibility.

As with most of these devices, the Poten-

tializer is said to induce relaxation, increase

intelligence and promote better all-around brain

function (specifically, a 20% increase in NEQ).

Additionally, some very startling stories are told

about it. In one instance, it seems to have helped

reverse autism in a young woman. Michael

Hutchison himself reports that after using one

for 3 hours a day over 4 consecutive days he felt

great for weeks and "spontaneously" stopped

smoking. He hasn't smoked since.

Graham Potentializer kits start at about

$3,500 and assembled models at about $7,000.

Some people in the Bay area and elsewhere rent

time on them for about $40/hour.

Hemi Sync

Robert Monroe is the author of Journeys

Out of the Body and founder of the Monroe

Institute in Virginia (where you, too, can learn to

Influencing the brain with chemicals is a tricky business .

.

. Chemicals are hard to synthesize, hard to control, have un-

wanted side effects, decrease in effect with continued use, and
are mostly illegal. . . Today's mind-altering machines use . .

.

safer and more controllable routes to the brain.

the machinery hidden underneath it slowly

moves the table up and down in a circle about two

feet in diameter. The gentle rising and falling,

combined with a slight magnetic field near your

head and whatever you 've got on the headphones

(I had a tape of some New Age music), will

quickly put you into a state of relaxation and

reverie. The unit I tried had a distracting rumble

in the gearbox, but after only fifteen minutes I re-

turned to the planet feeling oddly refreshed and

energized, and only a little woozy. One workshop

participant happily reported that she'd had "a

great idea for a business" during her short ride.

Inventor-manufacturer-promoter David Graham

recommends using it for an hour at a time, and

says 10 sessions will produce permanent change.

My fifteen minute trip on this machine was

leave your body). He's also one of the pioneers

in the use of sound to induce altered states. His

institute sells a wide variety of tapes intended to

synchronize the brain hemispheres and resonate

the brain at frequencies that aid relaxation,

concentration, memory and so forth. Too bad

they don't sell the ones they use to induce out-

of-body experiences.

The Hemi Sync synthesizer (about $350)

is their most interesting product. When hooked

to a stereo system it generates many different

frequencies and combinations for many differ-

ent results. For instance, high beta, plus theta,

produces a relaxed alertness conducive to learn-

ing. The tones are usually played along with

music — but somewhat quieter, which makes

them inaudible but supposedly no less effective.
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MIND MACHINES:
SUMMER '88 UPDATE

The mind machine field is peopled with prickly individualists. Some are flamboy-
ant and some are low key. Some are dedicated researchers and some are dedicated
hustlers. Obviously, the internal squabbling is another story which we can only hint

at here. Like an oil or mining strike, the hapless innovator is sometimes stampeded by
a wave of eager entrepreneurs. In the case of Denis (Jorges, though, he seems to hold
all the chips. He not only staked the first claim (patent #4,315, 502 way back in 1976)

but he supposedly sewed up every conceivable permutation on a machine using light,

sound and electromagnetics in a "harmonically coordinated'"' way. He also developed
a degree of cordiality with the Feds that make other people wonder, though some insist

that he merely plays the game their way.
There are 150 Synchro-Energizer centers going up in the Middle East, mostly on

military bases. The Kuwaiti government is buying them up, as is the Rajneesh Puram
in Poona, India. The Cadillac of the system is the 4X IBM PC-AT Expansion System
which accomodates 1-150 persons and costs a basic $10,000 plus $1,500 for each
additional set-up. Then there's the Walkman-sized model 5 for one person with 10 pre-

sets for $499 and the model 6— about the size of the average hardcover book which
includes 16 pre-sets, a tape recorder and digital readouts for $1499.

Gorges is vocal about the need for establishing industry standards now, and seems
reconciled to losing his king of the mountain monopoly over the rapidly burgeoning
field. He is concerned though that many of the other machines are not "brain friendly"
— and that some may be downright dangerous. Machines that allow the user to twiddle

his own dials should be used only under the close supervision of trained clinicians,

(Jorges maintains. Amateurs should content themselves with pre-set programs— all

of which sounds rather boring to the intrepid psychenaut. (Who knows when you
might stumble on that magic concatenation of frequencies that'll open up your third

eye?) Then those frequencies and pulsations have to be harmonically co-ordinated

with each other in order not to introduce any subtle dissonances. Every time you tune

the frequency, you have to adjust everything else. Many machines on the market lack

the electromagnetics, having only light and sound, and most have red light-emitting

diodes. These flashing red lights could effectively countermand the stress reduction by

producing a deeply ingrained fight-or-flight response.

(Jorges is known to have blown the whistle on many competitors and supports the

Waxman Bill. Senator Waxman has proposed a bill that will outlaw all machines that

purport to change behavior or have therapeutic applications unless they conform to

regulatory guidelines and remain subject to review. Any other device may be sold for

"entertainment purposes only". It is claimed that (Jorges bullies and threatens his

competitors and his flaming ego has not endeared him to some people. In fact, he has

alienated just about everyone with his accusations of patent infringement. Yet many
of these machines, like the Tranquilite and the Graham Potentializer, lie completely

outside the Synchro-Energizer configuration.

Some of Gorges' points though seem well taken: he emphasizes the need for

"dynamic" stimulation and constantly refers to the findings reported in Robert

Becker's book The Body Electric. Candace Pert and Marian Diamond reported that

enriched environments caused brain growth but non-dynamic stimulation (i.e.: nar-

row band environments) — was stultifying. The Synchro-Energizer features a

constantly cycling random generator producing brain friendly frequencies.

Denis (Jorges' strongest ally and future hope lies in Ron Logsdon, a brilliant young
(32 year old) electrical engineer and former machinist with a background in

hypnotherapy and accelerated super learning techniques. He designed video games
for Milton Bradley before he hooked up with Larry (Jillen and Linnea Reid of "Light

and Sound Technologies" and designed the MC 2
. What he brought to the industry was
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the concept of a single chip micro computer. There are 3 chips inside the MC 2

instead of the 50 inside the Synchro-Energizer. Eventually an ethical gulf opened
up between Ron and Larry and Linnea, and they parted company 'midst a good
deal of acrimony. Larry and Linnea were left with the rudimentary MC 2 while he

kept all the software which was still at the drafting board stage. In joining up with

Gorges, he plans to extend the dynamics of the basic MC 2 and open up its software

capabilities. He and Gorges are also inviting purchasers of the MC 2
to send them

in for "retrofitting" for circa $60. With his background in hypnosis, we felt moved
to ask him about the insidious dangers of entrainment. Logsdon believes that

"conscious override"" of "frequency following response'" will preclude these ma-
chines being used for mind control just as the hypnotic subject will refuse to follow

commands that are morally repugnant to him. Logsdon \s chief fascination is in

using these devices for superlearning— amplifying conditions that make for true

learning and vastly accelerating it.

Soap opera and hugger-mugger aside, we called up Michael Hutchison to see

what else was popping in the industry since MegaBrain first came out. The two
machines he has added to his repertoire that most intrigue him are the "Photron""

and the "NeMO".
The Photron is a neurophotonic stimulator developed by Dr. John Downing of

Novato. It consists of a strobe with a full spectrum light focussed into the eyes with

pure color filters. Each color is used at a the optimal frequency for different

conditions and can be tailored to the user: pure red at 15 Hz.[beta range], say, or

violet at 7 Hz. [theta range]. This has a direct stimulatory effect on the brain via

the hypothalamic route, and he reports remarkable effects on hearing, eyesight,

allergies and depression. He has amassed over 300 case histories, some of whom
are interviewed in a 10 minute videotape. There are 50 Photrons currently in use

at a cost of $7,000 each.

The NeMO stands for "Neuro Muscular Organizer'" and shares much in

common with the Graham Potentializer. It was developed in the 60's by two
engineers working on the Apollo Program. Dr. Larry Shultz, a chiropractor in

L.A. has used it for a wide range of conditions including the treatment of stroke

victims. A Zen master who became enamored of it has called it "mechanical Tai

Chi". Like the Graham Potentializer, its movement stimulates the vestibular

system of the user, only instead of being horizontal, he remains upright at a 6 to 18"

angle with hand grids, and is rotated 4 times a minute through this tilt. EEG tests

performed with the Graham Potentializer showed that this kind of motion

stimulated the NEQ or neuro efficiency quotient. The enhanced brain function is

thought to derive from vestibular stimulation of the cerebellum which in turn

stimulates the septal region of the limbic area of the brain. This is the area which

long ago John Olds identified with pleasure states. More recently Robert Heath at

Tulane has correlated stimulation of these areas with learning enhancement.
Megabrain Workshops were the subject ofan article in the September '87 issue

of Success magazine, and a synchroenergizor parlor — "Less Stress" — has

recently opened up in the heart of San Francisco's Financial District. What does

all of this portend? Michael Hutchison will share some candid views and
prognostications in our next issue. Meanwhile he continues his breakneck pace

with Megabrain workships— about 60 in the last six months— and invites readers

to call the new Megabrain National Headquarters in San Jose at (408) 279-4392.

— Queen Mu

I've spent some time with Monroe tapes

said to aid concentration and memory, but can't

say I've noticed any results. Hutchison had a

Hemi Sync synthesizer playing those relaxed-

but-alert frequencies under the New Age music

that preceeded the workshop, but again it was
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hard for me to discern an effect. I did feel

relaxed, but that could have been due to the

music alone. I was alert, but I was also eagerly

awaiting the start of the seminar. My brain

waves didn't feel synchronized, but I probably

wouldn't know it if they were.

The Tranquilite

A device not yet in production, it uses

goggles containing a curved electroluminescent

panel that shines a smooth, soothing, pale blue

tone across the user's entire visual field. This

featureless light is called a ganzfeld, or homoge-

nized field. It's the visual equivalent of pink

noise the Tranquilite generates and sends

through its headphones, and the combination

makes it a sort of portable floatation tank. I was

able to try it long enough to confirm its relaxing

effects, but fifteen minutes wasn't enough to

reach any of the more interesting states reported

by floaters.

The SEE (Reflection Chamber)
Not an active mind machine, the SEE

consists of a mirrored box in which one sits and

meditates with eyes open. Inside is an adjustable

fluorescent light which, at lower levels, pro-

duces an annoying buzz. I stared at one life-

sized reflection of myself, and hundreds of

smaller ones, for twenty minutes. I felt by turns

puzzled, intrigued, happy, silly and bored as I

ruminated on my appearance and self-image. I

emerged feeling slightly more at ease with

myself, but I suspect staring into a single mirror

for that long would have produced the same

result.

The Somatron
Imagine a massage table with a high-

powered car stereo system built into it. True, it's

a new way to really feel music, but I didn't find

it particularly enlightening, and besides, your

downstairs neighbors will hate it.

Some Final Electro-Thoughts

My experiences (and the general consen-

sus of participants) were that the noticeable

short-term mental effects of the machines were

proportional to their complexity and price. The

favorites were the $ 1 ,000-7,000 hot rods. Infor-

mal polling showed the Graham Potentializer,

the Synchro-Energizer, and the D.A.V.I.D. 1 as

"Best of Show." No one had a chance to try

combinations of machines, which Hutchison

says can have striking synergistic effects. He
particularly recommends trying the Graham Po-

tentializer with Hemi Sync tapes and either

Synchro-Energizer or the Tranquilite. That

would be powerful, indeed. How about adding

an Alpha Stim set for endorphin release? The

mind boggles.

What about the new Waxman Bill, fueled

by technophobic no-fun conservative sticks-in-

the-mud? A climate of restraint reigns currently

in the mind-machine field lest the government

take away some of the best new toys humans

have had in ages. The lengthy release the work-

shoppers had to sign seemed a little absurd, until

I realized it was designed to shield the promoters

from another oftoday's plagues: aherd ofcharg-

ing lawyers on the scent of a big settlement.

The momentum continues to build. More

and more researchers and manufacturers know

they're on to something big and won't give up

without a struggle. More people are trying mind

machines, and the technology will continue to

get cheaper. I know of one pair of hackers

who've built a pair of flashing-light goggles that

plug into an RS-232 computer port, and are

writing some very flexible Macintosh and IBM
software to run them. They hope to give com-

puter owners more visual stimulating power

than a Synchro-Energizer for under $400.

It will go beyond that, too. I predict that at

some point the Japanese electronics giants will

take notice, and then we'll have $149 Sony

Relaxmans and who knows what else. I can

hardly wait.
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E = mc2 X=kf
You know the first equation:

Come and experience the second . -

.

THE GRAHAM POTENTIALIZER

THE TORONTO STAR CALLS IT THE MEDITATION MACHINE!
THE TORONTO SUN CALLS IT THE MIRACLE MACHINE!

Unprecedented gains with:

> Stress release

> Deepened states of relaxation and meditation

> Increased Intelligence

> Accelerated learning

> Unblocked and enhanced creativity

> Improved self confidence and awareness
> Personal problem solving

> Improved personal relationships

> Brain damage re-education

> Autism

State of the Art

Stress Management & Relaxation

For the Discriminating Individual

6516 North 7th Street, Suite 2A
Phoenix, Arizona 8501

4

(602) 265-3274 <> (602) 439-4462
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ARTIFICIAL
REALITY TECHNOLOGY

Timothy Leary & Eric Gullichsen

77j£ following sections are ex-

cerptedfrom a rough draft of THE
CYBERNAUTS: From Modern

Alchemy to the New Renaissance

by Timothy Leary and Eric Gul-

lichsen, which one might describe

as a potent blend ofpopularization

of the latest advances in computer

technology with the magick of

Crowley and teachings ofGurdjieff.

The book will be published by Fal-

con Press, Autumn, '88.

Humankind's post-industrial

cyber-era is characterized by a dis-

solution of the relevance ofwhat has

up until now been regarded as the
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"real world". It has been termed real be-

cause it has been the one and only physi-

cal universe whose existence is known -

— that which has had a monopoly on

stimulation of the inputs of human sen-

sory organs.

Artists from the earliest times have

striven to create alternate realities,

stimulations of other human's senses

with signals created by humans in an act

distinguished by its quality of self-

awareness and intention from those of

the non-human natural world. "Art" and

"artificial" share etymological origins in

the Latin "ars", meaning "craft".

Improvements in technology have

contributed to the increasing sensory

completeness of the artificial. Whereas

traditional art forms, music or sculpture,

typically appealed to a single sensory

channel or at most a few, now forms are

sensorily encompassing. From the in-

vention of the movie, to the construction

of shopping malls, humans have had an

increasing choice of alternative experi-

ences. Shopping malls have grown to the

extent that they are places where people

can be born, live, get married and die.

However, neither traditional art nor

architectural artificial realities modify

the rules of operation of the perceived

universe; they simply modify visual or

spatial properties locally. The key differ-

ence in computer-generated artificial

realities is that their rules of operation ~

- the laws governing change through

time, the rules of the game — are as

mutable as their immediate form. Secon-

darily, they can be more interactive, most

responsive to improvised interplay with

humans at arbitrarily fine levels of detail.

The construction of artificial reali-

ties involves the reification of the con-

cept expressed by iconoclastic computer

visionary and aristocrat Ted Nelson

(Computer Lib, Dream Machines) as

"virtuality": the "feel" or "seeming" of

something. Virtuality is contrasted with

functionality, the pragmatic side of an act

or artifact. Automobiles are all basically

identical in functionality, but a Ferrari

and a Volkswagen differ greatly in virtu-

ality.

We speak here not of the rather pro-

saic applications of computers as design

aids for architectural drafting and in-

spection of the 3-D form of buildings not

yet built, but of dynamically-reconfig-

urable architecture realized by com-

puter-projected holograms.

A CYBER PRANK IN ARTIFICIAL
REALITIES

Computer scientist Randy Smith at

the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center has

built a computer system for educational

play in an artificial physics reality. With

his system, called ARK, for "artificial

reality kit"
,

players can create objects

with properties such as motion, accelera-

tion, and gravitation. Through computer

animation, the objects move continu-

ously in accordance with the laws estab-

lished for the artificial reality, orbiting

one another and bouncing off the perime-

ter of the screen. It is a virtual laboratory

for learning through experimentation,

reflecting the intelligent use of a com-

puter as something capable of far more

than the reproduction of the properties of
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a static traditional knowledge medium

such as paper.

When objects are dragged with the

mouse between alternative artificial re-

alities within the system, they cast a

shadow as if lifted out of one reality into

the third dimension. Properties are at-

tached to objects by dragging a button to

the object. Ingeniously, if the property is

inappropriate to the object, the button

fails to "stick," falling to the bottom of

the display screen.

One now-legendary story about the

delightful Dr. Smith and his elegant

cyber pranking is as follows: Xerox

PARC is equipped with a realtime video

link from Palo Alto to a Xerox site in

Oregon. With cameras, sound systems,

and display equipment at both sites con-

tinuously transmitting and receiving, the

link is a virtual corridor a thousand miles

long, one end of it in each state and the

middle of it in cyberspace.

One day, Smith was giving a demo

of his system to some people at PARC
over the video link. That is, the audience

was in Palo Alto, watching him demon-

strate on the screen from Oregon. Con-

cluding his demo, Smith produces a

metallic button-like object resembling

the buttons in the interface of ARK, la-

belled "teleport." He positions it in front

of his chest, and presses it with his other

hand. Instantly, he vanishes from the

screen and the button clatters to the chair

where he was sitting a moment before. A
second later, he appears, live, in front of

the stunned audience in Palo Alto.

As a prank involving a simple video

effect and a masterful manipulation of

human expectation, it was supreme.

NASA EXPERIMENTS: SCOTT
FISHER'S VIRTUAL ENVIRON-
MENTS

The most complete integration of

technology towards the realization of

encompassing telepresence artificial re-

alities has been completed by the Aero-

space Human Factors Research Division

at NASA's Ames Research Center, under

the direction of Scott Fisher.

Fisher has assembled a system ca-

pable of presenting an integrated sensory

"Spacebuddhababies" ©1988 Phoenix & Arabeth
"PvnanHinn Hoarie" (EilQftfi Oalhi



environment, with a helmet-mounted

liquid crystal visual display presenting a

scene which changes appropriately

through the tracking of the participant's

head position. Three-dimensional sound

generation equipment presents sounds

through headphones in a manner which

seems to localize the source of the sound

in space.

Visceral interaction with the artifi-

cial environment is made possible

though use of speech and gesture input

devices. Commercial devices, capable of

understanding continuous speech, listen

to the wishes of the participant, and

prototype VPL gloves track the position

and gesture of both hands to permit inter-

action with the virtual objects.

There are several obvious and im-

mediate applications for this technology.

The very practical capability of telepre-

sence permits humans to function in

remote places or environmentally hostile

conditions without endangering their

fragile envelopes of flesh. Humans need

not be sent into the vacuum of space or

the eye of the battlefield, except virtu-

ally.

The ability to overlay the presenta-

tion of computer-filtered information on

top of real world local or telepresence

video displays enhances the ability of

humans to function in information-rich

environments. It is a well-known fact of

psychological research that people tend

to be able to cope with only 7, plus or

minus 2, independent entities in their

field of attention at any one time. By
having a computer manage the complex-

ity of the real world, applying hierarchi-

cal organization as appropriate to remain

within these common cognitive limits,

more complex environments can be

managed within the human's ability

THE ARTIFICIAL REALITY OF
MYRON KRUEGAR

Artificial Realities are not the mo-

nopoly of Big Science. The term "artifi-

cial reality" (in the singular) was coined

by the artist Myron Kruegar whose ex-

periments were presented in a book of the

same title. Kruegar dealt with Artificial

Realities as a new medium for perform-

ance art. Although simple, they are com-

pelling.

In Videoplace, a computer projected

silhouette tracked faithfully the move-

ments of the participant. Interacting with

the silhouette were computer-generated

sprites resembling some form of insect.

In one variant of play, the insect continu-

ously attempted to perch on the

participant's head. Only by continuous

furtive movement could the participant

prevent the sprite from landing.

POPULARIZATION
Many new technologies are being

created to permit the exploration of Arti-

ficial Realities, rich uncharted new do-

mains. A remarkable fact is that the

components for their widespread popu-

larization exists today, the dissemination

awaiting entrepreneurial skill capable of

overcoming societal inertia.

The technology is both quantum

and cyber. Quantum in its basis on digital

communication and computation, cyber

in its ability to empower the individual to

lead an autonomous yet interacting life

of increasing choice.
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Chicago, November 22, 1987

9 P.M. Viewers tune into WGN TV's

Nightly News for the accustomed

broadcast reportsfrom the world -at

-large. A mysterious TVpirate is, at

the same time, aiming a microwave

antenna at WGN's STL (Studio to

Transmitter Link) preparing to

overpower the station s signal.

Morgan Russell

9:74 P.M. Sports anchor Dan Roan

is interrupted in mid-report by thef-

f-f-figure ofMax Headroom who re-

mains on-airfor 25 seconds before

WGN switches to its backup STLfre-

quency.

11:10 P.M. The pirate overpowers

WTTW TV's signal going to their

STL on the Sears Tower. For one
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minute twenty-eight seconds Max broadcasts

his message over one of the largest population

centers in the United States, including com-

ments about a WGN radio and TV sports an-

nouncer, and displaying someone's bare ass

being hit with afly swatter. WTTW loses control

of its transmitter entirely and is powerless to

shut it down.

Berkeley, March 31

Phone conversation between Morgan Russell

and famed hacker/cracker "Deep Tokes":

Morgan Russell: "What do you think of the

comments in Television Broadcast [leading

broadcast journal] that 'millions of Americans

who rely solely on TV for news and information

might be easy prey for manipulation,' that it's 'a

potential threat to national security,' and that

'our very society would be disrupted?

Mystery Caller: "I'd say stations should just

belly up to the bar and order some fiber-optic

cable for security and get reasonable bandwidth

into the bargain," says an adenoid-afflicted

voice not belonging to my interlocutor.

"Someone there with you, Deep Tokes?"

"So sorry to break in, but your line was busy

and my time here is short. I don't access RE-

MOB [remote observation] unless I'm pressed

for time."

"Uh, Morgan," Deep Tokes interjects nerv-

ously, "I've got ta workout scheduled. Gotta

go." Click.

"Didn't mean to break anything up... " the

interloper drawls.

"Who is this?"

"Let's just say an 'Interested Observer.'

Your newsletter is amusing, but it's a bit wimpy
in the data department. You need a little hard

data . . . a technological hormone injection ..."

I break into the Interested Observer's languid

simpering air, "we'll see who needs a hormone

injection."

"Temper, temper, dearie. Listen, we must do

lunch. If you want to know about Max, I'm the

one to talk to."

"Well, ..." I hesitate.

"Meet me at the Durant at one. I'll be wear-

ing a green carnation."

I sit in a neo-roccoco sidechair in the hotel

lobby. I become aware of a presence at my side.

A tall spare figure with black hair parted down

the middle, expensive but slightly worn-looking

jacket and trousers, paisley foulard, alligator

boots, dark glasses with side-baffles, and a slav-

ering distinctly wolf-like dog with elaborate

harness dripping saliva on my Reeboks.

"No, no, don't get up," he says in a deep

resonant voice, the adenoids suddenly gone.

Had you going, didn't I?"

"How'd you know who I was?
"

"You're the most confused-looking gent in

the place."

"You mean you're not ..." I gesture toward

my eyes.

"Oh, Lord, no. This is the only way I can get

my dog into restaurants. The third time he ripped

the interior out of my Bentley, I knew he was

trying to tell me something. Have you ever tried

to get fang marks out ofburl? Do you realize how

much Connolly hides go for these days?"

"Quite."

"Wretched beast tried to mount the doorman

on the way in, all I could do to pull him off... " He

trails off as he peers through his nearly-opaque

spectacles at a pocket-watch he's extracted from

his waistcoat. "Time we go in."

"And the act on the phone?"

"Just a test of your Ernestness." He starts

bobbing and weaving on the way to our table,

"Take a walk on the Wilde side. And the colored

girls sing: doot-deedoot-deedoot-deedoot-

deedoof as the canine beast lunges at a patron

being served a salmon. "Heel, Hitler! Heel,

damn you!" I trail behind groaning and pulling

my jacket tightly against my neck like a cloak of

invisibility.

At our table Hitler circumambulates the

central table support precisely seven times and

settles to the floor with a discernible thud. The

yuppies at surrounding tables look on with

strained nonchalance as Hitler lubes his dis-

tended engine of procreation.

"Do put that away. Thank you, Hitler," with

an accompanying prod from a scuffed alligator
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boot.

"You seem to know who I am, but what

should I call you?"

"You can call me ... " he muses thoughtfully

while surveying the wine list with thinly veiled

disdain, " ah, yes . . . why not simply call me
Doktor Mabuse."

Three orders of fried calamari arrive and the

rest of our conversation is punctuated with stac-

cato snaps and greasy gulps as Herr Doktor flips

bits into Hitler's yawning maw.

"Tell me, Doktor, how does a TV pirate like

the Max Headroom clone take over a station?"

"Very simply. Max Headclone isn't a

model pirate, though.

Certainly he's an RF tech-

nician, possibly on the

payroll of a fiber-optic

company trying to drum up

business, but his job was

amateurish in certain re-

spects: his broadcast on

WGN had no sound be-

cause he wasn't using the
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Max Headroom impostor who
disrupted transmissions frot
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the broader implications of ti"

incident are only beginning to

surface and be examined.

Among those issues are public

access to STL frequency in-

formation, STL security, remote

transmitter control requirements,

and even the potential threat to

national security

Specifically, if the Max im-

postor encouraged a spree of

copycat incidents, millions of

Americans who rely solely on

proper audio subcarrier;

he wasn't able to switch

STL frequencies when
WGN did twenty-five sec-

onds into the broadcast;

and his broadcast on

WTTW was so brief that a

viewer who went to the

bathroom or the fridge for

an instant would have

missed his slot entirely. If

it's not listed in TV Guide, it has to be long

enough to attack people who are channel-

switching. And there's no indication that he

knew the remote-control protocol to take com-

plete control of the transmitter."

"Well, how would a savvier pirate do it?"

"This is what I'd tell her: Catch the sign-off

of the desired station. They're always bragging

how tall their transmitter is on the tallest build-

ing or the highest peak, and they give their studio

location so you can contact them about it, so

she'll merely need to find a hotel in between

these two sites in the cone of reception of the

transmitter antenna. She can obtain frequency

information from her friendly neighborhood

FCC field office or gather complete information

by putting a spectrum-analyzer in the line of the

signal and looking closely at what's being sent

out, de-modulating it, and doing another spec-

trum-analysis of that to determine the base-

band."

"Spectrum-analysis?"

"Hm, seems I'm going to have to be

somewhat basic about this," he said pronounc-

ing "basic" with an expression which most

people reserve for a bad oyster. "Let's do this

right, then. O, Miss!," he

shouts to the waiter

who's been ignoring us.

"Sir!," the waiter

fairly spits in basso pro-

fundo.

"Nasty cold you

have. Mind you don't

breathe on me. I need a

napkin."

Doktor Mabuse
takes the linen napkin

from the hands of the

apoplectic waiter only

after reaching out

blindly and pawing the

entire front side of his

uniform. As the waiter

hastily retreats, Doktor

Mabuse deftly unfolds

the napkin on the table

between us, takes out a vintage Waterman and,

with a lightning hand, sketches a diagram as he

talks. "A spectrum-analyser is a very fancy CRT
display which costs five-to-twenty thousand dol-

lars. Five hundred to two thousand dollars to rent

one for a month. Generally speaking, a monthly

rental on any of this equipment is about a tenth

the purchase price. But I digress. Some have

digital displays and all manner of bells and

whistles. Hewlett-Packard makes a particularly

fine one. Simpler spectrum-analyzers are in the

two-to-five thousand dollar range. The spectrum
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analyzer can be used as a frequency measuring

device with accuracy down to a megahertz or so,

which is probably close enough.

"A normal Beta or VHS jitters too much to

be acceptable for broadcast. It may prevent

operation of the STL if the STL is equipped with

a mechanism which shuts itself down in the

absence of a stable signal. Super VHS with a

time-base corrector would yield broadcastable

quality. Some transmitters, however, are

equipped with a time-base corrector, in which

case she can send any kind of signal. The audio

requires seventy-five microseconds pre-empha-

sis to shape the frequency response of the base-

band.

"Our pirate can derive the remote-control

protocol by first determining the brand of STL
the station uses. TV stations allow the public to

view their facilities at least once a year when

they have open-houses. She can note the brand

they use, for example, Mosely. She could also

just call the station and ask for the Chief Engi-

neer. These techie-types just love to discuss

what they do and are usually most willing to give

a run-down of their equipment to anyone who's

interested and sounds halfway plausible. Any-

one in college with a class assignment, for ex-

ample. She might also go to the NAB (National

Association of Broadcasters) convention —

there's one coming up soon in Vegas. She could

strike up a conversation at an STL
manufacturer's booth and learn what format

they use and obtain a list of stations which use

their equipment. The technical or service manu-

als will indicate what frequencies subcarrier

generators operate at, what the deviation is, and

what the level on the composite is. She might

also analyze what's on the control-channel,

though they use very high-speed signals which

can be tricky to follow.

"The station may have a Telco link control-

ling the transmitter. This is a much more secure

arrangement. If our pirate can obtain the access

and control codes, she can turn the transmitter on

and off, raise and lower its power, hear sounds

around the transmitter site, and get readings

through a speech synthesizer of the plate-cur-

rent, output power, and plate voltage, all with a

touch-tone phone. She could, of course, just turn

the transmitter off and leave her phone off the

hook to wipe out transmission entirely until

someone drives to the transmitter site and physi-

cally turns it back on.

"Scanning the code is difficult. It has eight

digits with twelve possibilities for each and

unsuccessful tries at the code are noted.

"She needs a stable oscillator that can be fre-

quency-modulated with several signals at once:

AC/DC.Powei
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the composite video (video and color informa-

tion), the sound information, and special sub-

carriers to activate the STL. She can use a VCO
(Voltage-Controlled Oscillator), or something

which can be modulated like one, as the basic

source of the signal. A Gunn-oscillator unit, like

an Avantek, would operate the proper fre-

quency band. The voltage-control input allows

her to frequency-modulate. She applies the volt-

age stated on the unit, for instance, eight-and-a-

half volts. It takes about an amp to start and puts

out approximately ten milliwatts. An attenuator

must be put between the VCO and the power

amplifier to keep the signal from overloading

the amplifier. It should be adjustable so she can

give it just enough power to do the job. She

should use attenuator-pads with her power me-

ter. The power heads can only take one hundred

milliwatts and she'd want to measure up to ten

watts.

"The Gunn oscillator has a fairly thick

screw which alters the volume of the cavity into

which it moves, thereby altering the frequency.

Many have a little varactor diode which is a

Voltage Variable Capacitor Diode with a little

loop of wire attached. Varying the voltage

across this diode varies the frequency only

slightly, but enough to modulate it.

"The 20 dB directional coupler I show could

just as well be a 30 dB unit if the counter is

sensitive enough. This is the tap-off off the

oscillator to monitor the frequency," Herr

Doktor indicates with a golden nib. "The fre-

quency counter or the frequency measuring

device must have a constant level.

"A microwave frequency counter is a device

that can actually count and measure the fre-

quency coming out of the antenna, the VCO, or

the amplifier. She can use the counter to adjust

the input of the VCO. It acts as a digital AFC
which holds the frequency on. A microwave

frequency counter costs about five thousand

dollars, but there are enough around so one could

probably be borrowed for the night. Cheaper

frequency-control methods could also be used.

A ten-foot length of coax with a line-stretcher,

and an R.F. mixer would form a fairly good

discriminator or FM detector and is tunable.

(Insert diagram) It would be a multiple-wave-

length piece that would go through a zero-point

twice every hundred megahertz. She'd adjust the

length with a line-stretcher to get on the right

zero-point. Other ways of stabilizing it are static-

locking or phase-locking it with a crystal, then a

frequency multiplier having an output that is

filtered for the desired frequency, comparing the

two frequencies and keeping them close. If the

device is stable enough, she might be able to use
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it 'as is' for a quickie. It wouldn't drift much in

a couple of minutes."

"How could she avoid getting cut off the air

if the station switches its STL frequency on her?

"Most TV stations have at least two STL
frequencies and can switch from one to another.

I've diagrammed a set-up here with a frequency

counter and D/A [Digital-to-analog] converter

with offset. The D/A with offset takes the num-

ber from the frequency counter and converts it to

analog for the frequency control loop. She could

have a digital control here and set the frequency

she wants. This counter could be locked-onto

and would then automatically pull the oscillator

into the right frequency. If the station flipped to

another frequency on the same band, her broad-

cast would simply flip frequencies synchro-

nously. If the alternate frequency were on an-

other band, she'd need an additional frequency

control loop to have the capacity to flip frequen-

cies along with the TV station.

"A travelling-wave tube is probably the

most available RF amplifier, but GaAs FET
(Gallium Arsenide Field Effect Transistor) -

type amplifiers may also be available. It would

have to be a clean amplifier, preferably linear, so

the output power is readily adjustable. She'd

select the power capability of the amplifier de-

pending on the type of antenna used and the

distance from the transmitter. She needs only

twice the paltry amount ofpower the studio puts

out. In the typical set-up, the station sends half-

a-watt into a four-foot dish. If she's halfway be-

tween the station and the transmitter, a quarter-

watt would overpower the signal. Every time

she halves the distance to the transmitter, she

needs only a quarter the power. If she overloads

the STL receiver, however, the transmission

quality is degraded or the receiver shuts down.

STLs are as finicky about a signal as pampered

Persians are about a preferred hors d'oeuvre.

"Finally, our pirate needs to tune her an-

tenna by taking a reflected-power reading. Ide-

ally she'd want a hundredth part of the power re-

turning. That would be a good match. Once

she's tuned it she can then just monitor the

forward power as she broadcasts.

"A satellite uplink is very much the same

basic idea as this set-up except the power-end of

it is much greater. One would want to be able to

vary one's power from fifty to five hundred

watts into a twenty-four foot dish. A large dish

is highly detectable, but iftwenty people banded

together, each with her backyard dish and a ten-

watt amplifier sending frequencies precisely

locked to come into phase at the same satellite,

the regular satellite uplink would be overridden

and there would be no good way to determine

where the signal was coming from. The techni-

cal expertise required is considerable, but don't

underestimate the ingenuity and rebellious

spirit of all the independent cusses who bought

satellite dishes, some at very great expense, to

receive all the satellite signals, only to have

some of them scrambled in an attempt by the

broadcaster to sell descramblers and charge

monthly fees for the dubious privilege of watch-

ing TV."

Doktor Mabuse consults his pocket watch

from whose chain clatter various amulets: Bur-

mese protective tokens, a gilt cigar clipper and

a tiny compass. "I must be shoving off. I have a

tutorial with some of my young charges. Gifted

hackers— halfofthem women." He pays the tab

as Hitler sprays the Aspidistra, and we all troop

out to the curb. Opening the boot of his Bentley,

"It's an elite corps I advise. Less fevered group

than most. They don't need to sublimate and

reroute all their burbling teenage juices. Expe-

rienced hands, all."

He pulls a long tool from the luggage com-

partment, walks round to the front of his motor-

car, inserts it under the radiator shell, and gives

it a crisp crank coaxing the car to life. "Bloody

battery ran down in storage. And the bat guano!

. . . filthy vehicle when I fetched it." He deposits

the crank in the boot, Hitler in the back seat, and

himself behind the wheel. "Oh, yes. Here." He

picks up a package from the seat beside him and

hands it to me. A Co-op shopping bag with a

cardboard box inside. "A scrambler device

matching the unit I'll use when I next contact

you."

"But how does it work?"



"Dear Morgan," he sighs with taxed patience.

"When all else fails, read the instructions."

I blush scarlet and shuffle with embarass-

ment.

"Must be offnow," he says breezily. "Ciao!"

He pulls away from the curb swerving slightly

to miss a local mendicant, and I watch him disap-

pear down College Avenue amid the echoing

cries, "Down, Hitler! Down, mangy beast!"
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FEED YOUR HEAD:
Now! Psychoactive Designer Foods!

Durk Pearson & Sandy Shaw
interviewed by Judith Milhon

We've been on the phone with Durk and

Sandy, researchersfor the heightened, as

well as the lengthened, life, for nearly

half an hour. All the way from L.A.,

they're liver than we'll ever be. Their

voices: they superball out ofthe line and

knock us flat. And the data — volleys

carom around and bounce uponflattened

editorial us like killer tomatoes. D. and

S. are trying to tell us how what they call

"natural wimps" can be transformed.

We need this information.

Sandy is gruff: What we've done is

develop a number of psychotropic

drinks; and these are all natural, all nutri-

ents— no drugs in them— and yet they

have very powerful mood-altering ef-

fects in the brain.

Durk is hearty, rapid-fire: Remember

that people's moods and all their emo-
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tions are simply controlled by the biochemistry

of the limbic system. Whether you're a snake, or

a shark, or a human being, you have the same

neurotransmitters which produce the same re-

sults. What we're doing is manipulating the

levels of two of the most important neurotrans-

mitters: noradrenalin (the brain's version of

adrenalin) and serotonin.

Sandy, aggressively: We've found that you can

turn somebody who is a natural wimp into a

leader . See, if you don't have enough noradre-

nalin, you don't have that aggressive drive you

need to be an effective leader. You can't be as-

sertive, and you're just not gonna make it that

way.

Durk, triumphant: And you won't have any

ambition; you won't want to be a leader.

Sandy: Exactly. So, by taking phenylalanine

and the co-factors that the brain needs to make it

into noradrenalin. . .

Durk: . . . that is, carbohydrate, B 6
, zinc, folate,

copper and vitamin C . . .

Sandy: . . . and adding some natural fruit flavors,

some natural food acids, we've made a really

terrific drink! You drink this in the morning, it

gives you a fantastic amount of energy and get-

up-and-go; it's fantastic for jet lag. You might

be naturally laid back and easy to push around

and you can be turned into somebody who can

really go out there and take over!

Reality Hackers, assertively: Hey! This sounds

like the stuff! What do you call this?

Durk: This is our Rise and Shine formula. But

there's more to being a leader than sheer aggres-

siveness. It's been found that leaders of baboon

tribes and organizations like Rotary or Kiwanis

have high levels of serotonin as well. Because

the leader who just engages in violence is gonna

destroy the band they're leading.

RH: They've gotta be cool as well as . . .

Durk: Right ! They have to be cool and

assertive. So, you can use both the Rise and

Shine and our Serene formula drink, for the get-

up-and-go and the restraint to use it appropri-

ately.

Sandy: You can take any of our designer foods

together. They're designed not to interfere with

each other. There's also our growth hormone-

releaser, Power Maker (I'll get into the sexual

effects of that in a moment), and our Energy

Cycle drink.

Sandy: We can turn a natural

wimp into a leader.

Durk: Now, I want to talk about our Serene

formula. This is the drink that contains trypto-

phan and the co-factors needed to make sero-

tonin. There 're a couple of other things in there

which are very unusual. The scientists at

Hofmann-LaRoche who discovered benzo-di-

azepans found that there were specific receptors

for Librium and Valium in the mammalian

brain. Well, there aren't any benzo-diazepans in

nature. That class of chemical is just not pro-

duced biologically! So what the hell are these re-

ceptors doing in there? Well, researchers went

looking for natural ligands for the receptors and

they found that a combination of niacinamide

and inositol would do it. Now, niacinamide will

not normally bind efficiently to these receptors,

but the inosital changes the 3-dimensional con-

figuration of the receptor to a high-binding

mode for niacinamide. That's why we have ni-

acinamide ascorbate and inosital in there.

RH: Fascinating!

Durk: So the Serene formula has distinct

Valium and Librium-like anti-anxiety effects as

well as anti-impulsiveness effects. In fact, ifyou

take a dose of it with one Valium, Dalmane or

other benzo-diazepan drug, you'll swear you
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took two of them. And you won't have the hang-

over you'd have if you had actually taken two.

Now, we use niacinamide ascorbate:

that's a charge transfer complex of niacinamide

and ascorbic acid (vitamin C) which gets the ni-

acin into the brain. Ordinarily only about three

percent of an orally-ingested dose of niaci-

namide ends up inside the brain: the blood-brain

barrier keeps it out. But, the blood-brain barrier

has powerful ascorbate pumps which import as-

corbate into the brain against the concentration

gradient. (In fact, the concentration of vitamin

C in the cerebrospinal fluid, which is inside the

blood-brain barrier, is ten times that in the blood

serum.) Well, what seems to happen is the

vitamin C drags its attached niacin along with it

into the brain, because we've had a lot of people

tell us, apart from our own experience, that the

niacinamide ascorbate is a superior tranquilizer

to niacinamide and ascorbic acid taken sepa-

rately.

RH: Wow! Gosh! Etc!

Durk: Now, we can send you acouple of Users'

Manuals that we wrote. One is the Rise and

Shine and Serene High-Performance Users'

Manual and the other is the Energy Cycle User's

Manual. It explains the theory behind it and

gives scores of scientific references.

Sandy: People are always amazed at the idea of

a user's manual for food, let alone what you can

do with the food when you really know some-

thing about it!

Durk: See, the thing to remember is that you -

— your body, your brain — are a biochemical

factory. And what you put into the factory has a

great deal to do with what the factory ends up

making. And, of course, what it does make
controls how you feel and behave. So if you're

real clever, and you understand your biochemis-

try, you can cause very marked alterations in

behavior. There were experiments on a bunch of

Navy men who had long records of being in the

brig frequently, like for drunken bar fights. All

these men had records of attempted suicide by

violent means, like guns; and they were real

Johnny-piss-off types; they'd attack you at the

drop of a hat. The researchers found that all

these men had very low levels of 5-HIAA (a

metabolite of serotonin) in their urine, and

started stuffing tryptophan in 'em, till they had

normal levels. They all stopped being de-

pressed, they all stopped being impulsively

violent, they all stopped being suicidal.

Sandy: You know, it's incredible to think that

if people would all follow this regimen, using

these nutrients—the tryptophan and co-fac-

tors—it might be possible to wipe out most of the

child-beating, wife-beating, elderly abuse; this

type of flipout . .

.

Durk: .

mented.

And alcohol abuse. This is docu-

Jay Cornell: But most child-abuse is committed

bypeople who wereabusedas children; I mean,

there' s a psychological repetition going on here

as well.

Durk: Not a psychological repetition: it's

biochemical. If you subject an animal to the

learned helplessness paradigm— that is where

the animal is punished by, say, electrical shock

that is inescapable— this causes depletion of the

catecholamines and serotonin in the brain. If the

shock is subsequently made escapable, the ani-

mal will no longer attempt to escape it. I think

the same sort of thing happens to kids who are

abused. They end up having depressed levels of

catecholamines and serotonin, which means

they don't have a lot of ambition and they are

very subject to impulsive violence.

Sandy: Yeah, they've become wimps. They've

learned helplessness.

Durk: After that, they end up being sporadically

and irregularly violent because they don't have

enough serotonin, because their production of

neurotransmitters has been affected over the
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long run by the behavior they were exposed to.

I don't think that psychiatry is at all necessary in

these cases. You get their brain neurotransmit-

ter levels up to normal and they'll be just fine.

Sandy: As a matter of fact, it is pretty well

agreed now that talking-therapy alone is just not

effective. What psychiatrists are doing now is

treating people with various types of mind-

altering drugs, trying to find those that work well

for that particular patient. Usually they have to

try a number of different drugs to find the right

RH: Yes, and all the anti-depressant drugs deal

with, noradrenalin or serotonin or both; in-

Sandy: There's an awful
lot of impulsive violent

crime in this country.

Serotonin deficiency!

creasing the levels or altering their receptors or

whatever. I love the mechanistic nature of all

this. .

.

Sandy: Now, noradrenalin is effective for the

type ofdepression where you can't get out ofbed

in the morning, all the things that used to be fun

you're not interested in anymore.

Durk: ... the kind of depression where you'd

jump out the window, but you don't have the

energy to get up and walk across the room and

open the window.

Jay Cornell: It used to be called Melancholia,

right?

Durk: The other type of depression, which is

very likely to lead to suicide, is what they call

agitated depression, where the people pace the

floor, can't sleep, chew their fingernails, punch

out their dogs . . .

RH: Right. That's the serotonin-deficient vari-

ety.

Durk: . . . and this type may lead to really violent

methods, like where a guy shoots his family,

then shoots himself. That's serotonin defi-

ciency, and the Serene formula takes care of that.

RH: I was talking to Royce Everonefrom the

Foundation for Infinite Survival, in Berkeley.

She'd read that when you take large quantities of

amino acids, unbalanced, there's a good possi-

bility of liver damage, and . . .

Durk: Well, that depends entirely on what

you're taking, in what amounts. First off, taking

straight phenylalanine alone— even in doses of

ten grams a day— would get you awfully hyper,

but it wouldn't hurt your liver. Only certain

amino acids pose a problem to the liver: trypto-

phan is one to be careful with. There are prob-

lems getting tryptophan into the brain as well.

First off, if you take the tryptophan in the

absence ofcarbohydrate, your liver's gonna turn

most of it to sugar by a process called glu-

coneogenesis, which puts a load on the liver and

the kidneys. Secondly, if you do not have

enough vitamin B-3 (niacin), your liver will turn

tryptophan to B-3 with less than 2% efficiency,

and some metabolic byproducts of that particu-

lar pathway, such as formate and quinolinic

acid, are highly liver-toxic.

However, what we do is shut down this

pathway from tryptophan to vitamin B-3 via qui-

nolinic acid. The first enzyme in the series, tryp-

tophan liver pyrrolase, is inhibited by the pres-

ence of large amounts of vitamin B-3, so we

have a hell of a lot of B-3 in there. Incidentally,

this stunt was used in Britain, where tryptophan

has been used in psychiatric experiments as a

tranquilizer.

RH: How much niacinamide do you add?

Durk: We use a tryptophan-to-niacinamide
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ratio of3 to 1 . The ratio in the normal diet (which

is safe) is about 50 to 1 . But when a person gets

normal amounts of B-3 and then suddenly quad-

ruples their tryptophan intake, they can end up in

trouble.

Sandy: How long does it take for this liver

damage to develop?

Durk: Well, every time you have to produce a

bunch of B-3 from tryptophan it's gonna do

some damage. Fortunately, the liver is capable

of healing very well, very quickly, compared

with other organs in the body.

The next step is getting the tryptophan

through the blood-brain barrier. Lots of things

compete with tryptophan in getting through, in-

cluding the branch-chain amino acids. So what

we do is add some fructose, to release a little bit

of insulin — just enough to clear out some of

those branch-chain amino acids, and get the

tryptophan through slick as a whistle. Also, that

fructose tells the liver, "Hey, you got lots of

Durk: ... the 1990's is going

to be the decade of psycho-

active soft drinks.

fructose, you don't need to do gluconeogene-

sis," 'cause the liver can convert fructose to

glucose in one enzymatically-controlled meta-

bolic step: tryptophan-to-glucose takes over a

dozen.

is B-6 level, and number three is the brain

vitamin C level. Well, according to a U.S.D.A.

survey of 37,000 Americans—a huge study

—

80% of the population was getting less than the

F.D.A.'s R.D.A. of B-6. B-6 is absolutely nec-

essary to decarboxylate the tryptophan to tryp-

tamine. Worse than that, copper is an essential

co-factor for the B-6 in the decarboxylation

enzyme, and, according to the U.S.D.A., about

half of all Americans are getting less than half of

the R.D.A. of copper. That's why our formula-

tions have lots of B-6 and the proper amount of

copper, plus vitamin C and folate.

Sandy: The fact that 80% of Americans get less

than the R.D.A. of B-6 may have something to

do with the fact that there's an awful lot of

impulsive violent crime in this country. Sero-

tonin deficiency!

RH: Has the FDA been coming down on youfor

the designerfoods?

Durk: Oh no, we've had no trouble at all. You

see, our lawyer is Jay Geller, who worked for the

FDA for seven years. In fact, he was their chief

prosecuting attorney.

Sandy: Only somebody who's been in there can

tell what they mean by their laws; there's such

a lot of plain insanity to the drug laws.

RH: Since you re self-experimenters, doyou do

six-month baselines? Do you watch your liver

enzymes?

Sandy: Yeah, we have metabolic charts that

look like road maps—all these various path-

ways—and it's very clear why you need all these

co-factors, but people wonder why they don't

respond to plain tryptophan capsules.

Durk: Once inside the brain, the tryptophan has

to be made into serotonin. The work that Wurt-

man and Wurtman did at M.I.T. shows that the

tryptophan level in the brain is the number one

rate-limiting factor for this reaction; number two

Durk: Actually, we've each had nearly 1,000

clinical laboratory tests in the past twenty years

and we started using these materials back around

1980 or thereabouts.

Sandy: Well, as we say in all of our writings,

nothing is perfectly safe, and some people

should not use supplements like phenylalanine

or tryptophan. For example, people who are

taking anti-depressant drugs that are monoam-

ine oxidase inhibitors shouldn't use them be-
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cause it may push their blood pressure way high.

But we include all these warnings with our sup-

plements.

Durk: And, of course, they're in the safety

appendices of all our books. Now, the levels of

vitamins and minerals that we are talking about

are considered unconditionally safe by Dr.

Hathcock, the FDA's chief consultant on vita-

min and mineral toxicity. As to the amino acids,

what we recommend per day is a maximum of

four doses of Rise and Shine; that's only about

half of the phenylalanine that a person normally

gets in their daily diet. The maximum amount of

tryptophan we recommend is a little more than

you get in your daily diet, unless your diet is high

in milk products. We're so careful on safety our

copper products have a warning for people with

Wilson ' s disease — there ' s about 200 ofthem in

the United States.

RH: Oh yes, this is the copper-accumulating

disease.

Durk: One of the things I think is going to be

happening; ifyou take a look at the things people

drink, most of them are psychoactive: alcohol,

colas, coffee, tea . . .

Sandy: Look at JOLT. There's the trend.

People want a psychoactive effect, and so JOLT
is a tremendous success.

Durk: I think the 1990's is going to be the

decade of psychoactive soft drinks. That's

exactly what we have; we have psychoactive,

nutrient soft drinks. And they are very distinctly

psychoactive. I mean, take enough of the Rise

and Shine, you do not feel like eating for twenty

four hours, you don't feel like sleeping for

twenty four hours, either. It's just like a speed

run. But there are some differences. What

cocaine and amphetamines do, they cause you to

release a lot of noradrenalin, then block the re-

uptake, so you temporarily have a lot more in

your synaptic clefts. But then your monoamine

oxidases destroy stuff and eventually you crash,

painfully, because you use the noradrenalin up

faster than' you can make it. With a formulation

like Rise and Shine, your brain makes very large

amounts of noradrenalin, very rapidly. There is

no depletion: you stop taking it, you just go back

to being normal.

Sandy: Try it! You'll be amazed

for writer's block!

it s great

RH: Sounds good! Now, we'll need itfor all the

editors, at least....

/WWWWWWVWN

Here, they start talking offthe record (too had!)

about their snakes: pythons! Sorry: this is really

hot . . . the best . . . maybe in the aphrodisiac

column, coming soon in High Frontiers, the

family magazine for the family you've always

wanted to have.

Editors' Note: We took the liberty of supplying

trade names for Durk and Sandy's formulations

to assist the reader in her quest.
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nilOW€D.
VID€0 COU€CTION

CONV6RSATIONS ON TH6

LEADING €DG€ OF
KNOUUL6DG6 & DISCOV6RV

uuith DR. J€FFR€V MISHLOV6

Spend on evening with the

most inquiring minds of our

age...

An extraordinary library of more than 150 in-depth,

intimate conversations with the writers, explorers

and spiritual leaders who shape modern ideas and
opinions.

Watch THINKING ALLOWED every
week on Public Television. Check
with your localPBS station fordayand
time.

Additional titles feature Joseph Campbell, Fritjof

Capra, Stanislav Grof, Patricia Sun, Kevin Ryerson,

Rupert Sheldrake and many others. Write for a
complete catalog.

MYSTICAL PATHS

Four programs on one videocassette (Quartet #Q184)

THE GURU PRINCIPLE

JOSEPH CHILTON PEARCE
Reknowned author of Crack in the Cosmic Egg and Magi-

cal Child compares the guru-disciple relationship to the bond-
ing relationship which occurs between parent and child. The
guru teaches, says Pearce, not through the intellect but by
opening the heart to spiritual experiences. (Single #S347)

APPROACHES TO GROWTH: EAST AND WEST
CLAUDIO NARANJO
Noted psychiatrist and author of The One Quest, The Heal-

ing Journey and Techniques of Gestalt Therapy compares
western psychotherapeutic methods with the approaches of

Sufism and Buddhism and describes his Arica training experi-

ences with Oscar Ichazo, a Chilean Sufi teacher. (#S055)

THE SUFI WAY
IRINATWEEDIE
The Sufis are inheritors of a tradition which has influenced

many world religions. Their work, according to 80-year-old Sufi

teacher and author of Daughter of Fire, is to further the evolution

of humanity by offering deep intuitive training to select individu-

als. (*S057)

COMMON THREADS IN MYSTICISM
ROBERT FRAGER
Founder of the California Institute for Transpersonal Psychol-

ogy shares his wide experience as a student and participant in

diverse spiritual traditions, including yoga in the school of Par-

amahansa Yogananda and Aikido under the tutelage of

Osensei, the system's founder. (#S050)

Produced and Directed by Arthur Bloch.

©1988 Thinking Allowed Productions
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Thinking Allowed

5966 Zinn Dr., Oakland, CA 9461

1

(415) 339-0466

Single tape $29.95; Quartet tape $69.95
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VHS

D Beta

Calif. Sales Tax (6%)

Shipping'

Total

' $2.50/ 1st tape. $1.50/ea. two or more. Quartet counts as one tape.

Make check payable to Thinking Allowed
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Street
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Please send me your complete video catalog. (HF)
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Summaries of some just-off-the-griddle insight-patties
on new exciting vistas of advancing evolution.

The Tantric Wedding of

Physics and Psychology

The control of biological phenomena

is at levels of organization even more pri-

mal than those addressed by molecular

biology — a realm in which the deepest

physics and the deepest psychology

would meet, leading to a revolutionary

scientific view of reality otherwise unat-

tainable. "Lifeless matter" may not be

appropriately so termed: for just what is

the state of affairs about our knowledge

of matter? Biology is the bottom line, not

physics.

To Be Matter or Not to Be?
Two beams of radiation can fuse to

create a "material" particle-antiparticle

pair and even the so-called "vacuum"—
devoid of both matter and radiation —
possesses inherent energy and physical
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effectiveness. Here is the domain of the

transduction processes between suprabi-

ological mind and biological body, and

between that body and the bodies of

other greater or lesser minds, whose

composite aggregate constitutes what

everyone calls "the external world."

The zero-point energy of the vacuum,

when manipulated by tiny psychoso-

matic volitional forces, can be the prime

psychophysiological transducer, the sig-

nals transferred by small triggering fluc-

tuations, then amplifiable through bio-

cascade effects. Micro-singularities can

create macro-controlling fields such as

chaotic strange attractors.

Evolutionary Implications

Such a primal basis on the microlevel

has profound implications for theoreti-

cal biology and in particular for genetic

theory and how genera and species pro-

liferate by long and minutely connected

sequences of orchestrated genetic

(DNA/RNA) changes. RNA/DNA plas-

mids are the benign prototypes of vi-

ruses, and repeated organism/environ-

ment interaction leads by micro-

processes utilizing ultimately quantum

effects, to consequently and benignly

adaptive RNA shifts which then lead to

DNA insertions by reverse transcriptase

and then consequently new replications.

The only scientific answer to the ob-

served rich taxonomy in nature is the

custom-tailored gene-transformation

process, neuron-hormonally abetted, of

allowing nucleotide codon-structures

and the environment to interact. The

neuropeptide system and the as-yet-in-

active genomes that can release new neu-

ropeptides are the key to future evolution.

The Sphinx and the Brain
The prime riddle-of-the-Sphinx was,

Who art thou? The current one is, Who
wilt thou be? It is the evolutionary future

of humanity that is now, in the late 20th

century, being weighed in the balance.

Actually, our physical forms are now

quite determined and unchangeable: 10

fingers, 10 toes, 2 eyes, ears, hands and

legs — and so on. But— and it is a big

but — large areas in the brain are un-

charted, the so-called silent brain; and

even larger areas of the human DNA, the

so-called "unused" DNA. Fact is that

these silent areas can be made to sing in

a new mainstream of evolution, and the

unused DNA's genomes can be unlocked

in a reciprocal, peptide-secreting neuron

network, mediated by cerebrospinal fluid

and the blood transmissions of the intri-

cate cerebral vein and capillary network.

We shall look here for the new programs

for humanity, the new score still in the

writing.

Ultrasonic Brain Music
"Score" suggests musical score, and

that idea is not far wrong. We now are

working out melodies on ultrasonic lev-

els that will gently resonate with neurose-

cretory areas of the brain, stimulating

their activity by computer-generated

sympathetic ultravibrations . . . more

later . . . Also, in next High Frontiers: on

the frauds of the pleasures of celibacy

and the fears of the semen-saving chau-

vinists.
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Andrija Puharich is one of the

world's leading innovative scien-

tists. His primary work has been to

bridge parapsychology and medicine.

An experimental researcher/physi-

cian, he has numerous patents

granted in medical electronics, some
effecting the treatment of hearing

loss.

Twenty years ago, while an M.D. on

the faculty of N.Y.U., Puharich mas-
sively discomfited his colleages by

studying the Brazilian healer, Arigo.

He became even more notorious in

orthodox circles when he described

his uncanny experiences with Uri

Geller in his best-selling book, Uri.

His bookThe Sacred Mushroom chron-

icled some of the work at his re-

search center in Maine where he col-

laborated with, among others, Bucky

Fuller, Aldous Huxley, Harry Stone

and Peter Hurkos.

Seeing that humanity now faces a

critical survival test - neutralizing

AIDS — Puharich is presently fo-

cusing his energies on this challenge.

It was at an N.Y.C. Psychotronics Con-

ference on Disease and Biological

Warfare Control that Puharich spoke

to his colleagues on the subject of

Extremely Low Frequency (E.L.F.)

emissions. He believes that plumbing

the relationship between electro-

magnetic force fields and healing

could lead to novel understandings.

Afterwards, Reality Hackers' Law-
rence Gerald talked with Puharich

about his scientific work, and was
treated to some candid and revealing

remarks about the politics of the

parapsychology world.

;TMIg GUY COHJLP
3TAET WWOIP
SURFING THE E.L.F.

WAVES WITH
ANDRIJA
'UHARICH

tt

«•.»

Uri Geller is the

weirdest guy I know.
- Andrija

Puharich

Interviewed by

Lawrence Gerald
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Andrija. Puharich: An incredible but

absolutely true scene took place when

Uri Geller was working on one floor at

Stanford Research Institute (SRI). They

had Geller bending metal, teleporting

things, demonstrating incidents of te-

lepathy and clairvoyance— these things

were happening all of the time. Well,

unbeknownst to us at the time, there was

another lab upstairs for ARPA— a com-

puter network system. Somebody put

two and two together and said: "Hey,

there's a crazy kid downstairs who is

Could Geller activate the

Hot-Line between Moscow
and Washington? "I think

he could but I don't think he

cares to. You'd have to pay

him . .

.

bending metal and levitating things." So

they cross-correlated and discovered that

when Uri did something the computers

would go wacko: program printouts

would pop out — sometimes partly

erased— the power supply would go out

on them and so on. "Somebody can affect

the computer!" Panic ensued. A squad of

colonels came out from Washington to

sniff around and watch Uri do his thing.

They came to me and said, "You know,

our whole defense system is on comput-

ers and magnetic tape cards. Can this guy

wipe them out? Would you cooperate?"

So we took Geller to Bell Labs and to the

Livermore Radiation Lab and they put

together an elaborate set-up for mag-

netic shielding. They learned that he

could wipe out anything on computer

tape. They said to me, "This guy could

start World War 3!"

The SRI incident was witnessed by a

lot of very credible people. Captain

Edgar Mitchell, the APOLLO astronaut

who walked on the moon, was the over-

seer of the project. Russell Targ and Hal

Puthoff conducted the experiments.

Also participating on the team were John

Hastead of Berbeck College in England;

David Bohm, the great theoretician of

Quantum physics, and Nobel Laureate

Brian Josephson. There were about 40

people on the team.

Later the Secret Service came to me
and asked if Geller could activate the

Hot-Line between Moscow and Wash-

ington. I said, "I think he could but I

don't think he cares to. You'd have to pay

him to do so." They said they would then

consider him a "Higher Intelligence."

Reality Hackers: Or Hired Intelligence!

A.P.: Yeah! By then I'd taken Uri to

England, Norway, Europe. Hundreds of

kids started to bend metal as a result of

seeing him, either on tv or in person. So

I told these Government agents that

there's a lion running right through all

their countries. Any kid on a caper could

blow up the whole thing. It's too late! So

I think they gave up the idea of killing

Geller. It didn't seem practical anymore.
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The next idea was to discredit Geller

through a disinformation campaign de-

veloped by Ray Hyman and "Amazing"

Randi. These turkeys concocted a

smokescreen around Geller so that no

one would take him seriously. Do you

know about Randi? Randi works for the

Disinformation Department in the De-

partment of Defense — high level re-

search projects. He started working there

in 1973. He makes things difficult for

legitimate psychic researchers. We can

never get Randi to debate publicly. Peter

Hurkos, the psychic, and myself

have challenged him and he

won't deal with us. Yet the

average Joe would say

"Geller's a fake. Randi

proved it." So they've

done a good job— the

Disinformation Squad.

But it's all horseshit,

you know.

R.H.: Sounds like a Max
Headroom plot.

What became of SRI?

A.P.: When I was in London (July '87).

Uri did get prosperous enough that he's

able to live around the world. A recent

article reported that he made forty mil-

lion dollars being in show business.

R.H. Not bad for an Extra-Terrestrial.

What about your own career? You've

achieved a certain amount of credibility

in the straight scientific community,

considering what you're doing.

A.P. Well, I've done my share of straight

work.

R.H. But you haven't been

afraid to risk your reputa-

tion doing parapsy-

chology.

- A.P. Some people

worry about it. Your

reputation is like a

woman's hymen. Once

you've lost it, it's gone

forever. Right?

© 1988 PHOENIX & ARABETH

A.P. : It became a CIA research center

—

even to this day. I know this because I

trained many of the psychics involved in

the psychic warfare operation. I could

tell you names, places, all that garbage.

There are smokescreens deliberately set

up to discredit parapsychology research

or keep what they know concealed.

R.H. : When was the last time you spoke

with Geller?

R.H. And a certain

freedom opens up. Ifyour reputation's at

issue, it may mean that you're on to

something.

A.P. When you're a pioneer, you have to

take risks. The risks never bothered me.

The fun overcomes all of that.

I'll never regret the time I spent in

Brazil studying Arigo and bringing his

amazing abilities to the attention of the

world. It was rough— being an M.D. and

teaching at N.Y.U. The dean was always
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calling me up, "What the hell ya doing?
!

"

But they couldn't get me off the research

project with Arigo. The county medical

society called me in and I told them, "It's

all real." I arranged for them to have a

viewing of some film ofArigo in action.

And they loved it!

R.H. : When did you first meet Arigo ?

A.P.: Back in '61. I repeatedly took

teams of doctors with me to study him up

'til about 1968.

When you're there watching him

operate, you can't believe it's real. It

shocks every sensibility. A guy walks up

to him and Arigo says, "You've got a

cancer near the pancreas. Pull up your

shirt. Drop your pants." He pulls out a

knife, opens it up, cuts open the intestine

and glues the two ends together and

somehow — just like that— the person

is healed! There would be a couple

hundred people lined up around his

house waiting to be next. The average

treatment was about two minutes. All

this was done without anaesthesia or

antisepsis.

R.H.: What's really amazing is he'd do

all of this without insurance!

bring him to the U.S. ?

A.P. I tried, but it was impossible be-

cause of the medical pressure. When
you're in this field, you have special

import immigration status for people

with exceptional ability. That's how I

was able to bring in Peter Hurkos and

Uri. But AMA pressure was too great. It

was easier to go down to Brazil to the

culture he was working in.

R.H. You've said that all the truly great

psychics are working for the same intel-

ligence. It's a beautiful thought.

A.P. It's the only thing that's gonna save

us. These psychics are under the influ-

ence of a super high power. Peter Hurkos

is a top psychic for the U.S. Government.

If there's a radar signature coming over

the North Pole that looks like a missile,

you'd think they'd call up the technical

experts. No, they call up Peter. In ten

seconds, he can tell if it's a dud or if it's

real, and where it's going. That's a heavy

responsibility.

R.H. With all of your hobnobbing with

psychics, have you ever wanted to go

gambling with them?

A.P. (laughter) It made medical practice

look foolish. He made us look like idiots.

We know nothing and he knew every-

thing.

R.H. So the book Arigo, Surgeon of the

Rusty Knife, by John Fuller, was the only

well-publicized information that came

out about this work. Did you try and

A.P. Just once, many years ago. I went to

Las Vegas with a business partner. There

were four of us, two were psychic. We
were looking to break the odds. We had

about $20 to play with and our aim was to

use our psychokinetic ability. There was

one guy to pick out the best table, another

to place the bet, and one to roll the dice.

After three hours we had twenty thou-
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sand! By that time, word was getting

around the casino to get rid of us. It cre-

ated a sensation! That was my only

experiment like that.

R.H.: You havefinished a new book, The

Magnetic Model of Matter. You also

have some unique inventions, such as the

Faraday Cage, hearing aids, the idea-

scope (a special strobe light). All these

can be seen as practical applications of

your written work. Could you say some-

Any kid on a caper could

blow up the whole thing. It's

too late!

thing about how the Faraday Cage

works?

A.P. When you're inside it, a psychic, for

example, has her performance increased

by a thousand-fold. A Faraday cage

shields you from all electromagnetic

radio waves, allowing only extremely

low frequency (E.L.F.) magnetic waves

to get through. I don't think there's a psy-

chic warfare research lab that doesn't

make use of them today.

R.H.: Do you have the patent on it?

A.P. No. I applied for one but didn't

receive it. I had a lawsuit with the De-

partment of Commerce that went on for

three years. A famous lawsuit. The judge

ruled that the invention couldn't work

because E.S.P. doesn't exist. It was a

funny case.

R.H. What is the Ideascope?

A.P. It's an ordinary strobe light, but

very high-powered. You look into this

strobe light, a single point source, and

you adjust the frequency of the strobe to

your own alpha. When that happens,

instead of seeing one point, you suddenly

see two. It splits. What it does is separate

the two halves of the brain functionally.

And, what you then see is two circles, one

on each point. When you see two circles

move together, they form a vesica-pis-

ces. In other words, a fish-like figure

with a dark and light space. We've tried

this out on successful businessmen who

never heard of E.S.P., tested them, and

they scored greatly! After five or ten ex-

periences, you're ready for the next stage

which involves a video tape with instruc-

tions that help you develop concentra-

tion levels that lead to out-of-body expe-

riences at will.

R.H.: You have one of the most famous

published reports of teleportation on

record. Uri was walking down a street in

Manhattan and the next thing he knew he

ended up 36 miles north atyour old home

in Ossining.

A.P. He was with a woman named Maria

Janis (she's Gary Cooper's daughter).

He left the apartment they were in to go

jogging. Within two minutes of leaving

68th and Park, he somehow landed in

Ossining - 36 miles away. I was home
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Peter Hurkos is a top psychic for the U.S. Government. II

there's a radar signature coming over the North Pole that

looks like a missile . . . they call up Peter.

alone. I heard this huge crash and

thought it was an earthquake. I couldn't

find the source of it at first, and then I

heard this bleak voice, "Andrija, An-

drija!" There he was crumpled up on the

floor. He was intact and wasn 't hurt at all.

I've had a lot of that kind of stuff with

Uri.

R.H. He's not in control ofany of that,

is he?

A.P. He won't admit it, but I can tell you

after researching him for years that he's

E.T. Like The Man who Fell to Earth, he

just wants to be a regular person.

R.H. : Wouldn 't it be better ifhe was more

in control of the situation?

A.P. Maybe it would be for you. He
doesn't care. He's bored by the whole

thing. I think he's waiting to get off the

planet. Everyone thinks of him as a show

business personality but his chief work

for a long time was being in charge of

psychic warfare operations for the Israeli

Army. No matter where he works in the

world, he basically works for them.

R.H. : V ve heard that in the ' 73 Egyptian-

Israeli war, he knocked out Egypt's ra-

dar.

A.P.: I was there.

R.H. Wasn't that classified information

which somehow got leaked out?

A.P.: Well, now it's coming out. I asked

him if I could talk about it, and he said,

"Yeah, I don't care anymore." Sixteen

years of high security and he's had it!

R.H.: When was the last time you saw a

UFO ?

A.P.: A real UFO? (says this with an

amused smile and a twinkle in his eye.)A
few months ago. What they do is appear

when I'm in danger. They give me a

warning and take care of these CIA tur-

keys and such. But I'm not really inter-

ested in UFOs per se, or Uri, or metal

bending. They are all just pointers on

how the mind works. Nobody in the

world ever heard of metal-bending until

I started working with Uri. It took me
about 10 years until I was able to measure

the energy coming out of Uri's hands—
which is 7 Hz instead of the usual eight.

Now we know more about the nature of

electron flow which, in matter, causes

metal to bend. This is what I am most
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Book of Fine Art Drawings by

PHOENIX & ARABETH
81/2 x 11" - hand signed and numbered

edition limited to 540 copies

$21 .00 [postpaid]

PHOENIX &ARABETH's
"Flight Training"

signed and numbered lithograph

edition limited to 360 copies

11x16" acid-free fine art paper

$14.00 [postpaid]

Illustrated catalog: $2.00 in USA

HEART CHAKRA UNLIMITED
P.O. BOX 65 ty
ELCERRITO, CA 94530 r

PSYCHEDELIC
POSTERS

Send $2 for 4-page full-color catalog ( + propaganda).

Psychedelic Solution catalog, 33 West 8th St., 2nd Fl.,

New York, NY 10011.

360 pgs. / 10"xl4" / Rainbow
Multi-colored / Hard Bound /

Gold Stamped/Acid Free Paper

LIBRARY EDITION
Limited to app. 1,500 Copies
Pre-Publication Price: $125

COLLECTORS
EDITION

Limited to 200 copies

Price: $300
Frontispiece Full Color

(Above Image by Rick Griffin)

Signed & numbered by artist

and by editor Allen Cohen
Plus a portfolio ofOracle Covers
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SAN FRANCISCO

ORACLE
Facsimile Edition

Edited and With an

Introduction by
Allen Cohen

IS COMING
Pub. Date: Fall, 1988

RESERVE YOUR COPY
See Below

ALSO: "The Rise & Fall of

the Haight Ashbury in the

60 's." A video history of the

Haight and the Hippies as

reflected in the pages of the

S.F. Oracle and the work of 14

photographers of the period.

Also due Fall 1988.

VHS Cassette

$29.95

For further information please write or call:

REGENT PRESS, 2747 Regent St., Berkeley, CA 94705

Phone:(415)547-7602
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interested in right now.

R.H.: What do you think about super-

conductivity?

A.P. Very competitive research. It's

gonna change all of life. I've got a

research project in this area as well. All

the magnetic energy, the magnetism in-

side any matter can be expelled, which is

probably the way UFOs work. It requires

no energy once you get it going.

R.H.: I notice you are wearing a watch

that says "Teslar" on it. Where did you

get that?

A.P. I have a company called

E.L.F.(Extremely Low Frequency) Co-

coon Corp. I designed this very sensitive

piece of equipment. It gives off an 8 Hz
frequency. The watch was a ten-year

project. I began to understand that there

is a frequency vibration emitted by all

these healers. So I developed some

unique equipment that could measure

this. When healers lay their hands, or

energy, on someone, they put out exactly

8 Hz magnetic frequency— the same vi-

bration emmited by crystals. This is uni-

versal.

I was concerned about the E.L.F.

warfare that the Russians had started

using in 1976. They're bombarding eve-

rything and everybody. E.L.F. can be

real bad for you as it can affect DNA at

the right vibration. I spent three years

trying to convince the American, British,

and Canadian Intelligence communities

that the Soviet E.L.F. signal does, indeed,

affect the DNA. At first they thought I

was smoking some weird stuff but even-

tually they understood and acknowl-

edged my ideas. So I developed some-

thing that would protect the individual

from the E.L.F.— The Teslar. I named it

after Nicola Tesla, whom I consider one

of my most important teachers. The

watch also dramatically lowers high

blood pressure and prevents jet lag if you

fly with it on.

I have been battling with the C.I.A.

for the past two years because they have

tried everything to suppress this inven-

tion. They don't want anyone to believe

that E.L.F. exists and has adverse affects.

Of course, now they're using it in covert

warfare with the U.S.S.R.

R.H.: You must have a great dossier!

Whenever these agents are having a

boring week they must say, "Let's see

what Puharich is up to, get his file and

see how we can slow him down.'''

A.P. (disguised voice) "He's a prognosti-

cator. We'll get on his trail and follow

him." Man's gotta do what he gotta do.

R.H.: And like they say, "When the going

gets tough, the weird turn pro!"

A.P. Yeah!

Editors note for those interested:

The Teslar watch sells for $79.00

write:

ELF Cocoon Corp.

RTE 1 Box 545

N.C. 27017



Verbum is a high-quality, limited edition "desktop publication"

featuring a gallery of incredible pc art. With subscribers in over

35 countries, the Journal reports on artists, desktop publishing

and design processes, events and product news. John Dvorak,

the leading critic in the personal computer industry, called

Verbum the "emergence of good taste" (in the world of desktop

publishing and pc art.) Whole Earth praises it as "a classy journal."

High Frontiers Special Offer! 25% OFF
Name

Address

City State.

Check enclosed for $21.00* VISA/MC #_
(4 issues; reg. rate : $28.00)

ZIP.
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'Canada & Mexico $36.00, Foreign $45.00 Money Back Guaranteed if you're not completely satisfied!
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issues • coHaclibtes all!
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Catalog

Art Videos
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Fascinating Worlds of Special Effects
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Mill Valley, CA
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CONSPIRACIES

METAPHYSICS
We publish dangerous, controversial,

challenging and disturbing material about

Aliens, Holistic Health, Assassinations,

Beyond Left/Right, CIA, Secret Societies,

EVIL, SEX, Mind Control and many other

spiritual and political intrigues. Authors

include Robert Anton Wilson, Jay Kinney,

Bob Black, John Keel, Colin Wilson. Check us

out. $4 for a sample 80 page issue or $15 for a

year sub (with FREE book). Write to:
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ORGIASTIC DELIGHTS - ENDORPHIN HIGHS
INTERGALACTIC MIND TRIPS

LSD ENERGIES FOR PENNIES

MEETINGS WITH THE INFINITE

Hi. Glad I caught your attention. No, this ain't no Izuzu, just some of

the fun things reported by users of mind machines. If by chance you

have been thinking of buying or trying, or just want to know the score,

here is an unbiased, no hype analysis as to: WHAT THE MACHINES
AND METHODS ARE, HOW THEY WORK, AND WHAT THEY
CAN AND CANNOT DO FOR YOU. All this plus a discussion of the

neuroscientific evidence that has inspired the development of many of

these devices.

KNOW WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
THAT CAN ALTER CONCIOUSNESS, RAISE THE I.Q., STIMULATE
CREATIVITY.

ORDER BELOW A VA HOUR 1988 INTERVIEW WITH MICHAEL
HUTCHISON, AUTHORITY ON MIND MACHINES, AUTHOR OF
MEGABRAIN.

FREE "SOURCE" CATALOG WITH ORDER.

Dave: Please send me your 2 'fl hour two tape audio interview with Michael Hutchison, "Machines

and Methods For Superlearmng And Mind Expansion." Enclosed is my check or money
order for $18.95 plus $1.50 for shipping and handling payable to Doing & Being.
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.
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.
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Mail to:

DOING & BEING. P.O. BOX 1029

BOLTON LANDING. NY 12814
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YESTERDAY IS JUST A
SPACETIME TWIST AWAY

Nick Herbert

One of the most popular science

fiction stories of all time is H. G.

Wells' The Time Machine, a book

that has remained in print for almost

a hundred years. To make the notion

of a time machine plausible to his

readers, Wells invented the idea that,

like the three familiar space dimen-

sions, time is likewise a dimension

that extends backward into the past

Saucers by Qalbi, Clock by Michael Gosney courtesy of Verbum Journal, San Diego



and forward into the future. If time were really

a dimension like space, then the past still exists

"somewhere" and so does the future, and it

makes sense to think ofvehicles that could travel

to these distant temporal locations. In 1895,

when Wells published his time machine story,

the notion of time as a fourth dimension, as well

as the notion of a time machine itself, were com-

pletely fictitious, mere literary devices.

Hermann Minkowski had never heard of H. G.

Wells, but Minkowski made the same claim with

much better justification that time is really —
not just fictitiously— a dimension on a par with

space. Minkowski, a Lithuanian-born mathema-

tician at the Zurich Polytechnical Institute,

based his claim on Einstein's then brand-new

theory of special relativity. Published in 1905

while Einstein was working as an obscure patent

clerk in Zurich, the theory of special relativity

profoundly changed our notions of space, time

and matter. The most famous consequence of

special relativity is the equivalence of energy

and matter: e=mc2— the only equation ever to

appear on the cover of Time magazine.

Einstein at first resisted Minkowski's new no-

tions but gradually began to appreciate the

usefulness of four-dimensional thinking. Tak-

ing the notion of spacetime seriously, in fact, led

Einstein to the greatest discovery of his career:

the theory of general relativity.

Starting with Minkowski's spacetime which

was "flat," Einstein's restless mind began to toy

with the idea of "curved" spacetime, a detour of

the imagination that eventually led to Einstein's

general theory of relativity. The main idea of the

general theory is that gravity is not a force

exerted by massive objects, but the result of

spacetime curvature. Massive objects, such as

the Earth, warp the spacetime in their vicinity.

An apple falls to the ground not because it is at-

tracted to the Earth but because it is following a

curved track in spacetime. A curious feature of

Einstein's theory is that not only space but also

time can be "curved." "Curved time" means that

clocks in different places run at different rates

not because of any defect in their construction

but because they are correctly registering the

"bent time" in their vicinity.

Einstein derived the equations of special relativ-

ity from scientific arguments drawn from physi-

cal facts, from the observed behavior of light

beams as viewed from reference frames in dif-

ferent states of motion. Minkowski was not a

physicist but looked at Einstein's theory with a

mathematician's eye. From this vantage point,

he recognized that Einstein's work actually

implied that time is a fourth dimension, or, more

precisely, that time and space are not separate

entities but are inextricably linked together in a

four-dimensional continuum that Minkowski

called "Spacetime." According to Minkowski's

interpretation of Einstein's theory, we do not

live in a three-dimensional world that's chang-

ing in time, as common sense suggests, but in an

unchanging four-dimensional spacetime uni-

verse in which all events that have ever hap-

pened and all events that ever will happen are

eternally present.

Einstein's curved spacetime theory of gravity

leads to many testable predictions such as the de-

flection of light by massive bodies like the Sun

and the existence of black holes, regions of infi-

nite spacetime curvature. Einstein's general

theory is also the first scientific theory that

shows how to build time machines out of par-

ticular configurations of energy and matter.

Every solution to Einstein's general relativity

equations is a kind of topographical map of

spacetime, detailing its hills, valleys and points

of interest. Each configuration of matter and en-

ergy yields a different solution, a new spacetime

road map. Of particular interest to prospective

time travellers is the fact that some of these

spacetime maps describe accessible pathways -

~ called "closed timelike loops" or "CTLs," for

short— that actually wind back into the past. If

CTLs actually exist in nearby regions of space-
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time, then an ordinary rocketship could act as a

time machine, by just following one of these

special routes (marked in red, no doubt, on

spacetime navigation charts).

The first spacetime map containing time-ma-

chine trajectories was devised by the celebrated

Princeton mathematician Kurt Godel, better

known for Godel 's Incompleteness Theorem

which sets strict limits on human knowledge

about certain formal systems. To picture

Godel' s solution, imagine an infinite universe

lightly sprinkled with a fog of matter. Because

of the everywhere-attractive force of gravity,

this universe is unstable: it will tend to collapse

upon itself. Now start this whole universe

spinning at such a speed that centrifugal force

exactly cancels out the tendency of the matter to

collapse. The resulting model is called

"Godel's Universe".

The most surprising fact about this simple

model is that sufficiently long round trips along

the direction of the universe's rotation are actu-

ally CTLs. The denser the universe, hence the

faster the compensatory rotation, the smaller the

diameter of the round-trip paths that are CTLs.

To picture Godel's solu-

tion, imagine an infinite

universe lightly sprinkled

with a fog of matter.

So if we happen to live in a rapidly rotating

universe, time travel would be a matter-of-fact

travel option. We know that ourown Milky Way
galaxy is rotating, but galactic rotation is not

enough. For everyday time travel, the whole

universe has to spin. The rotation of the universe

can be measured by looking at the light left over

from the Big Bang. Has it travelled to us in

straight lines or spirals? Accurate measurements

of Big Bang radiation show no measurable rota-

tional effects. For better or worse, we apparently

do not happen to live in a Godelian— easy time

travel— universe.

In 1974, Frank Tipler, now a mathematician at

Tulane University, showed that time machines

that did not involve rotating the entire universe

were possible. Tipler discovered that CTLs will

form in the spacetime around an infinitely long

massive cylinder rotating so that its surface trav-

els faster than half the speed of light. Probably

finite cylinders would work as well, Tipler rea-

soned. Tipler's discovery was taken up immedi-

ately by science fiction writer Larry Niven, who
imagined alien generals attempting to use Ti-

plerian cylinders as weapons. For the title of his

war story, Niven appropriated the title of

Tipler's article which had appeared in the pres-

tigious American physics journal, Physical Re-

view: "Rotating Cylinders and the Possibility of

Global Causality Violation."

While Tiplerian time machines are possible in

principle, they cannot actually be built because

of an apparently accidental feature of our uni-

verse: our kind of matter is just not strong

enough. Tiplerian cylinders must be

enormously massive, hence subject to immense

gravitational forces tending to collapse the

whole structure and turn it into a black hole. The

centrifugal force produced by the cylinder's

rotation is sufficient to prevent radial collapse,

but no such force opposes gravitational collapse

along the direction of the axis of rotation. To

oppose axial collapse the cylinder must be made

of some rigid material highly resistant to com-

pression. The feasibility of actually construct-

ing a Tiplerian time machine depends on finding

a repulsive force strong enough to hold back

gravitational collapse.

The most repulsive force in this particular uni-

verse is the so-called "quantum degeneracy

pressure" which is responsible for the stability

ofatoms and neutron stars. Strong as it is, the de-

generacy pressure is just too weak to halt the

gravitational collapse of a Tiplerian cylinder.

Before you can begin to make use of such a



cylinder, it will have collapsed into a rotating

black hole. A rotating black hole is called a

"Kerr object" after the New Zealand mathema-

tician Roy Kerr who first solved the Einstein

equations for such objects.

The spacetime region around an idealized Kerr

object also contains CTLs just like Tipler's cyl-

inders, but when more realistic calculations are

made, taking into account how black holes come

into existence, these CTLs seem to disappear.

Thus real black holes — as opposed to mathe-

matical ones— are probably useless as time tun-

nels.

The attempt to twist spacetime into re-entrant

temporal loops by rotating some kind of very

heavy stuff may not be entirely futile. At least

one last loophole remains.

A black hole that rotates so fast that its angular

momentum exactly cancels out its mass is called

an "extreme Kerr object." If an extreme Ken-

object can be made to rotate slightly faster, a

halo of CTLs would begin to form around it.

Such an entity, which might be called a "super

extreme Kerr object" or "SEKO" might be able

to function as a practical time machine.

However, turning a rotating black hole into a

SEKO may be exceedingly difficult, perhaps

impossible. Although SEKOs can mathemati-

cally exist, no one has found a feasible scheme

for adding enough extra angular momentum to

a rapidly spinning black hole to transform it into

a SEKO. Another argument against the exis-

tence of SEKOs is that each one contains a

"naked singularity": a region of spacetime in

which physics goes crazy. Many physicists

believe that nature contains a "cosmic censor-

ship principle" that mandates minimum clothing

standards for singularities — all singularities

must be covered by at least one one-way mem-

brane

Although these arguments seem to preclude the

use of Tipler tubes, Kerr objects and SEKOs as

time tunnels, they do not eliminate the possibil-

ity that certain other configurations of rotating

matter might create CTLs in their spacetime

vicinity. The search for realistic solutions of the

Einstein equations that contain flagrant CTLs

seem to be a worthy use for large, fast comput-

ers. One might begin by investigating compli-

cated configurations of black holes, two co-ro-

tating Kerr objects, for instance, orbiting just

outside ofeach other's one-way membrane. The

fact that certain solutions of Einstein's equation

unequivocably permit time travel is a tantalizing

turn of events, suggesting that in the complexity

of these equations may lurk the key to easy jour-

neys into the past . . . courtesy of exaggerated

twists in the fabric of spacetime.

"Rollingclocks" by Michael Gosney courtesy of Verbum Journal, San Diego
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THE AIDS COVER-UP
Has Gone Too Far?

For the first time available on video cassette, the untold story about AIDS.
Robert Strecker, an M.D., Ph. D., through years of exhaustive research
presents this 97 minute tape that takes you step by step and shows how
AIDS was actually: ___^ ,_.,.,_

^

PREDICTED
REQUESTED
CREATED
DEPLOYED

And now threatens the very existence of mankind because
IT WORKS

To receive your copy simply mail this coupon and $37.00 which includes tax, shipping and handling to

C&C Marketing. P.O. Box 5317, Whittier, CA., 90607 1-800-232-2292

Yes, Rush my copy of Dr. Strecker's Video Tape. I want to know what they're
not telling me about AIDS! (make check payable to C&C Marketing)

Name:

Address:

City:. St: Zip:

Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery
051805

"Printed and Delivered by PennySaver/Harte-Hanks Direct Marketing. Call your local office or (714) 686-2371.'

Hacking About in

Comfort and Style
*My Boss noticed that I

wasn't growling at the VDT
any more and asked me why
— TaaaaDaaah! ChiPants!"—Pieter Boch,

Lopez Island, WA

Conventional pants have binding
cross seams in the crotch. Our
pants have a panel of cloth
called a gusset instead. No
tightness, no binding. Such
comfort, such style. Now you can
move without restriction or just

sit in perfect comfort and look
good doing it. The first break-
through in pants design since
the industrial revolution. 100%
cotton. Many styles for men

->. and women. Try ChiPants.
'Also available by mail.

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
"... honest, convincing moving ..."— Timothy Leary. "Once we
started it, we couldn't put it down ..."-- Roeder and Baughan. One
character's story of the Neo-American Church comedy, 1972-1978.

The Long Watch by Jack Call. Paper. 194 pages. Only $8.95 plus

postage and handling.

Spiraling Books, 12431 Camilla St., Whittier, CA. 90601.
Also by Jack Call: The Latest Roundup, $3.45 ppd.

The Alphapacer II Brain Machine! Induces Alpha & Theta brain-

waves using pulsing lights, sounds, magnetic field and direct electri-

cal stimulation. SASE FOR MORE INFORMATION: Alphapacers,
PO Box 2385, Eugene, Or. 97402 (503) 683-2108

Rare - OP - Books on Drugs, Sex, Hippies, Communes etc. Catalog
Three now available. Send $4 to Flashback Books, 348 Bodega
Ave., Petaluma, California 94952.

FASCINATING COLLECTION OF BOOKS & OBSCURE ARTICLES
RELATING TO: SHAMANISM, FOLKHEALING & HALLUCINO-
GENS/ ETHNOBOTANICAL TEE SHIRTS. Send SASE for into.

NIGHTBLOOMERS 2410 6TH Street, Berkeley, CA. 94710: 415-

845-0880.

CYPERPOP! is the multi-media project to re-wire pop culture for the

21st Century. Promoters, Financiers, Video Artists, Hackers, &
Musicians wanted. Already successful and self-sufficient people
preferred. This is for real (in association with High Frontiers Reality

Hackers). Write to Jim Morgan/Cyberpop c.o. High Frontiers POBox
40271 , Berkeley, CA. 94704

CRl^pMSLTS
Santa Cruz: 121 Walnut Ave.Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5: 425-0605

—

San Francisco: 3899 24th St. Mon-Fri 11-7; Sat 10-7; Sun 12-5; 641-1565
Berkeley: 2112B Vine St. Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun, 11-5; 644-2607

Free Catalog: 1-800-331-2681 Toll Free

Direct Accessing Beyond Time InterGalactic Telepephone

THE CRYSTEL MATRIX
Christopher Miles/Don Stone/C.B. Maxwell

Immortality is Normal

(415)-995-2892

Performing Artist Consultant



IONIZERS!

improve mood
increase oxygen absorption

clean your air

increase concentration

bring mountain fresh air indoors

reduce stress

S

call or write for free information

Ion & Light Co.

P.O. Box 99433, San Francisco, CA 94109

415/346-6205

immons HOLISTICS Supplies Quality For Your Whole Life

Uncommon Wisdom, Capra, (hardback) $19.95

New physicist explores ground where heart & mind converge

Genesis Meditation Soundtrack(2 audiocassettes), Brother Charles $44.95
Synchronicity® recording technology, theta-meditation tapes "meditate you"

Mindfold—Opaque Film & Light-tight Foam Isolation Mask $9.95
Complete darkness with eyes open enhances relaxation & visualization.

The Three Pound Universe—The Brain: From The Chemistry ot the Mind

** to the New Frontiers of the Soul Hooper & Teresi 410 pp $12.95

A Treasury Of Traditional Wisdom, Perry, (quality paperback) $19.95
A massive, far-reaching collection of world's highest spiritual experiences 1 144 pages

Natural States(video), Miramar, music: Lanz & Speer $39.95
Unwind as you experience the granduer of Big Sur, Mt Rainier, Pacific NW

I Canyon Dreams(video), Miramar, music: Tangerine Dream $29.95
Breathtaking aerials overwhelm you with Grand Canyons majesty

Desert Vision(video), Miramar, music: Lanz & Speer $39.95
Fly like an eagle over magical mesas, along sheer cliffs, through natural arches

Thoughts Of Thoreau(video), music Greaver $29.95
Find your center with this "all natural" video Words of Thoreau & Emerson

I Breaking Through: Theory and Practice Of Wholistic Living, Schwarz $16.95

Economics As If The Earth Really Mattered. Meeker-Lowry $9.95
A Catalyst Guide to Socially Conscious Investing Gaean economics primer

Nutritionist HI _ IBM _ Apple II _ Macintosh) $455.00
Professional level nutritional analysis software Analysis tor 58 nutrients

Nutri-Calc Plus( _ Macintosh) $174.00
Professional, fast, point & click nutritional analysis program 32 nutrients

I Vita-Lite 40 watt-48" Fluorescent Tubes 2/$19.90, 4/$37.28, 12/$105.96
l-spectrum for natural homes and offices Less eye-strain. True color rendering

Grow Your Own Business(audiocassette), Hawken $8.95
Create a business that benefits entrepeneur, workers & community alike

Novafon Audible Sound Wave Massager $139.95

I Endomax Neuro Electric Therapy(N.E.T.) System $179.95
N.E.T stimulates the normal release of neurotransmitters, endorphins

Multi-Pure 400 Drinking Water System $189.95
Finest solid-carbon-block filter delivers pure, spring-fresh water—on tap

Peak Performance: Mental Training Techniques

Of The World's Greatest Athletes(audiocassette), Garfield $9.95

i Megabrain: New Tools & Techniques for Brain Growth & Mind Expansion $4.95

SHIPPING: Add $1 50 per order Send name, address and check/M O or Visa/MC no & exp dale to

Simmons HoliStiCS • P.O Box 3193 • Chattanooga, TN 37404 • (615) 622-1308

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER 1-800-533-6779(Visa/MC customers)

New! Durk Pearson & Sandy Shaw's
Life Extension, The Video"

it's life extension made easy!
LX004 - Beta

PRODUCTIONS INC.

LX003 - VHS

You've read Durk & Sandy's articles in "Muscle & Fitness" and possibly their multimtllion copy best-selling books.

* How you can use nutrients to cause your pituitary gland to release the powerful non- steroid anabolic, growth hormone

* Tammy Richmond, member of the U.S. Women's Olympic Weight Lifting Team, talks about the phenomenal effects

of Durk & Sandy's program

* Lose body fat without losing lean body mass & without going on a low-calorie diet

* Increase your energy level, self confidence, aggressiveness and motivation with essential nutrients

* How to thrive under stress.

* Get a great looking tan without prematurely aging your skin

* How to reduce your risk of heart attacks, cancer, and even aging with nutrients, and much, much more!

Durk & Sandy provide all the formulas they discuss in "Life Extension, the Video" in the accompanying booklet You can get

everything you need for their program in health food stores

DON'T WAIT TO START BENEFITING! This 109 minute video is professionally produced and exciting to watch VHS or BETA 100%

guaranteed to please or your money back

Phone Orders - Call Toll Free 1-800-453-4800
VISA - MASTERCARD

Only

$39 >§
5

Check Box Next to Product(s) D LX003 - VHS D LX004 Bete

Desired and Mail In Entire Ad To: Delos Productions Inc

3554 E Enterprise Drive. Anaheim. Ca 92807

Sub Total ?

City/State .

Zip . Phone

(

Shipping .

Total Amount

Enclosed

S 4 95

Charge my VISA

Card No

MC
Exp Dale

FOR FASTER SERVICE SEND MONEY ORDER OR CASHIER'S CHECK
Money Orders and Credit Card Orders Receive Next Day Shipment. Foreign Orders

add 25% payable in U S Currency
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NER VIRUS
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Queen Mu

'Cough, sneeze, spit and fart at every

opportunity. Save shit, piss, snot, scabs,

sweat-stained clothes and all bodily-se-

cretions for dehydration. The compos-
ite dust can be unobtrusively billowed

out of roach bellows in subways,

dropped from windows in bags or

sprayed out a crop duster . . . carry with

you at all times an assortment of vectors

. . . lice, fleas, bedbugs, little aviaries of
mosquitoes and biting flies filled with

your blood!'

Who can forget William Bur-

roughs' byzantine rave in The Job?
There he wove together deadly orgone,

scrambling devices, gene splicing, Lo-

gos as virus, mechanisms of viral infec-

tion, and designer viruses. Now, nearly

twenty years later, we have a Pasadena

physician, Dr. Robert Strecker, suggest-

ing that the AIDS virus is just such a

designer virus — composed of the ge-

netic material of two parent viruses, BIV
(Bovine immunosuppresive virus) and
visna (sheep brain rot) virus, with the

genetic material to target it specifically

to human T-lymphocytes spliced in.

The Strecker Memorandum, his

ninety-seven minute video, explores a

whole host of ungulate retroviruses and
their adaptations to humans and suggests

that they were deliberately "cooked up"
in a biological warfare lab at Fort

Detrick, Maryland. Dr. D. C. Gajdusek,

the pre-eminent slow virus expert and
Nobel prize winner for his work on Kuru

virus in New Guinea, vehemently denies

that Fort Detrick houses any biological

warfare labs and claimed in Omni that

more communist scientists from the

U.S.S.R. and mainland China have pass-

keys to high security P-4 labs than

American scientists do. Strecker

pounces on this as evidence that commie
infiltrators at our own NIH are respon-

sible for engineering AIDS and suggests

that it was used to contaminate Hepatitis-

B vaccines as a first foothold in the

population — a foothold that would not

be immediately recognized as the threat

it is by the populace at large.

The Soviets however have long

maintained thatAIDS was created at Fort

Detrick by American researchers. Euro-

pean scientists almost immediately re-

jected the African green monkey theory

and over two hundred newspaper stories

and documents have surfaced in seventy-

four countries to support the claim that

AIDS is attributable to "American mili-

tary research gone awry." There has been

a virtual blackout in this country on the

AIDS origin speculation that runs ram-

pant in the European press. Put this in-

formation together with what we do

know about biological warfare testing on

civilian populations (see Harris and

Paxman: A Higher Form of Killing,

1982) and the implications are pretty

telling.

Dr. Strecker comes across in the

video as impeccably credentialed, intel-
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lectually stringent, with an incisive grasp

of virology. He is also politically right

wing and his opinions are being seized on

as political fodder by the LaRouchies.

Before they throw all the gays into in-

ternment camps, get this: AIDS is al-

ready disseminated through the popula-

tion. Strecker believes that the AIDS
tests we now have don't reveal the full

magnitude of its spread because the virus

can hide in the macrophage.

As horrific as this thesis is, still

worse is the allied suggestion that the

AIDS virus "contaminated" smallpox

vaccines in Africa. The entire continent

of Africa may be doomed. Whether this

was American imperialist or WHO-
sponsored ethnocide, Faustian shenani-

gans, or scientific hubris, is difficult to

say. More probably, the smallpox vac-

cine was accidently contaminated with a

BIV strain which has been pandemic in

cattle in Europe and England for thirty

years. The sequence homology ofBIV to

HIV is 90%. According to Durk Pearson,

blood samples collected from children in

Uganda as early as 1972 reveal that 60%
of them had HIV. These questions could

be answered without ambiguity if some-

one bothers to do the legwork: track

down old flame-sealed ampoules of

smallpox vaccine in dusty stockrooms of

jungle clinics and test 'em. He suggests

we look at colorful puberty rites where

adolescent males have congress with

young heifers, or scarification rites per-

formed with the same knife that was used

for cattle bloodletting, as among the

Masai. (The virus will remain viable on

the knife for at least eleven days.) Still

this doesn't explain the adaptation of

BIV to HIV in less than a generation

when these practices have been around

for thousands of years.

Controversies over the genealogy

of AIDS are likely to rage for some time

as scientists attempt to pinpoint its pro-

genitors. Evidence continues to mount
that we have a true bio-holocaust out

there. Strecker believes that the search

for AIDS progenitors is meaningless.

For reasons he delineates in the video, he

believes that a vaccine against AIDS is

impossible and that to pursue that re-

search avenue exclusively will be a blind

gut. Our only hope as a species, he feels,

is to revive and massively upscale the

anti-viral electromagnetic research of

Dr. Rife. In his own practice, however,

with up to sixty AIDS patients, he is

extremely latitudinarian, suporting nu-

tritional therapy, subliminals, ozone or

anything else the patient wants to try.

AIDS Treatment News is pub-

lished bi-weekly by John S. James (RO.

Box 411256, S.F., 94141; (415) 282-

0110). It offers some of the best report-

ing on experimental AIDS treatments

and European research. ($25 per quarter,

$8forpersonswithAIDSorARC). Egg
lecithin is one of the more effective (and

certainly innocuous) treatments for

AIDS. "INTREND", the developer, at

(408) 429-1596 ; P.O. Box 8190, Santa

Cruz, 95061, can provide more informa-

tion on this substance as well as DHEA
derived from barbasco root (Dioscorea

sp.). Vitamin Research Products carries

egg lecithin (known in the scientific lit-

erature as AL 7:2:1) which they market

as "Eggs ACT". They are providing it to

the Star Cross Convent in Santa Rosa

where it is being used on infants born

with AIDS. It can be ordered from Vita-

min Research Products at (800) 541-

8536.

Watch High Frontiers #6 for an

interview with Charles Filler on genetic

engineering and AIDS. Piller is the au-

thor of Gene Wars, just outfrom Beech

Tree Books, Wm. Morrow Publishers,

1988; $22.95 hardcover.
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THIRD DISPATCH

AMOK's THIRD DISPATCH is devoted to the extremes of

information in print—unflinching looks at mayhem, virus,

and decay; dissections of today's global power structure;

hate-filled rants and lyrical paens to oblivion; sexual
impulses spinning out of control; the tactics of individual

subversion and autonomy, and much more. Each section-
Control, Exotica, Sleaze, R&D, Orgone, Sensory
Deprivation, Neuropolitics, Mayhem, Parallax, Natas,
Scratch'N'Sniff, Pulps, and Tactics—features excerpts that

range from William Burroughs on "The Limits of Control" to

a letter from the infamous cannibal-murderer Albert Fish to

the mother of his latest victim. The THIRD DISPATCH also

features special highlighted sections of books by or about the

neglected inventor of alternating current, Nikola Tesla;

apocalyptic Fundamentalist cartoonist Jack Chick; exposer
of American imperialist disinformation Noam Chomsky;
apostle of Chaos worship Robert Anton Wilson, and other

wildly divergent voices of our epoch.

AMOK offers for sale to our mail order customers over
2000 books in the 100 page, heavily illustrated THIRD
DISPATCH catalog. It is available for $3.00 from:

AMOK
P. O. Box 875112 -- Dept. H

Los Angeles, CA 90087

"A wonderful conspectus of that other literature that exists

light-years away from mainstream publishing."

-J. G. Ballard

ALTERNATIVE TENTACLES RECORDS

VIRUS 59
THE JELLO BIAFRA
SPOKEN WORD LP

'NO MORE COCOONS'

VIRUS 69
TRAGIC MULATTO

VIRUS 81

ALICE DONUT
'LOCOS POR EL SEXO' 'DONUT COMES ALIVE' Wp\

VIRUS 62
NOMEANSNO

'THE DAY EVERYTHING
BECAME NOTHING'
6-SONQMINI-LP

VIRUS 64
STICKDOG
'HUMAN-

VIRUS 65
THE BEATNIGS

' THE BEATNIGS'
DEBUT LP

PLEASE SEND A SA.9.E. FOR A FREE CATALOG, NEWSLETTER.
AND STICKER. ALL MAILORDER IS POST-PAID.

NOMEANSNO-THE DAY EVERYTHINQ BECAME NOTHING'.

E-SONGM1NILP.V-62LS6.
,

ALL LPS $7.00 POST-PAID <«
ALTERNATIVE TENTACLES RECORDS: P.O. BOX 11458. SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94101.
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BERLIN: Few place names in our political lexicon are so charged with intense associations: from the

image of the burning Reichstag to the periodic "Berlin Crises" that were benchmarks in the Cold War
ofmy childhood. I flew to Berlin last weekend quite unexpectedly, as a last minute stand-in forTim Leary

at FORUM FUTURUM, a futurological congress and New Age idea fair. It was held in the

Kongresshalle, a UFOish building with circus tents nearby at the Tempodrom. My expectations were

minimal— what I found blew my mind. Berlin is alive! Its life consists of a vital and activist under-

ground community of punks, freaks, Greens, feminists, psychedelicos, New Agers and eccentric dream-

ers. All swirling around me in a non-stop party of people and ideas that runs on hash joints that one can

smoke anywhere and beer to die for.

What we can learn from the German underground is that the path to political effectiveness runs

through tolerance and unity. In the U.S., heavy metal punks and New Age types are poles apart and not

likely to be aware of each other's agenda or defend each other's right to non-conformity. In Berlin there

exists something that approaches an underground united front.

One of the events that I participated in was a panel discussion among myself, Robert Anton Wilson

and Micky Remann, the international networker and pataphysical commando responsible for bringing

me to Berlin. While we debated psychedelics, spaceflight and the End of History before a stoned and

enthusiastic crowd of eight hundred that ran heavily to silver studded black leather, skin heads and violet

hair, we were telecast and critically dissected by constipated mainline German eggheads watching on TV
monitors in the relative safety of a pyramid-shaped glass studio a hundred yards away. "Obscurantists,"

sneered Joseph Huber, a leading German sociologist obviously appalled by the churning creative chaos.

"Potentially protofascist," chimed in Robert Jungk, the octogenarian social philosopher who is known

as a historian of the atomic age. To her credit, Eva Quistorp, feminist and founding Green member, tried

to hold them back.

Meanwhile back inside the Tempodrom bigtop things were heating up. Joints were handed up to the

stage: it was a liberating experience to get stoned at the focus of a thunderous public gathering. It lets

you know what a sandbox our political dialogues here in America have become. Quickly the ebb and

flow of rave and translation blurred to cacophony. At last we were having fun.

Berlin is dynamic and vital and Berlin is looking East. And so should we. During photophone

connections to Moscow— the Berlin-Moscow Teleport— we looked into rooms in Moscow filled with

musicians, poets and the new breed of dreamers unleashed by Perestroika. "Everything is now possible

in Moscow," Joel Shatz, the photophone anchor in Moscow told us. And everything is happening now

in Berlin. Hardly going to bed, I lived a week in three days while I was in Berlin. Be there or be square.
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In their books Life Extension, The Life Extension Companion and

The Life Extension Weight Loss Program, as well as the recent

Life Extension: The Video, these research scientists have

presented you with a massive amount of information.

Digesting all these facts can take time, and

the efforts required to obtain all the

ingredients needed to design one's

own nutritional formulation can be

costly and exhausting. Vitamin

Research Products supplies

you with the finished goods and

allows you to avoid all the work.

Enjoy natural, mouth-watering

flavors designed exclusively

for Vitamin Research Products

by Durk & Sandy!

Soft Drinks
"The Drink of the 1990's"

Available ./ (JDAY from
Vitamin Research Products

SMALL LARGE
FLAVOR Product code size price code size price

Mandarin Orange Rise & Shine™ P2.1 6 oz $12.95 P2.2 12.4 oz $19.95

Cherry/Berry Serene™ P4J 6 oz $12.95 P4.2 12.4 oz $19.95

Tangerine Energy Cycle™ (small not available) P3.1 22.5 oz $18.95

Citrus PowerMaker™ PI,2 12A oz $2095 P12 22Joz $34.95

DESIGNERS

Rise & Ship.

100%
SATISFACTION
OR YOUR
MONEY
BACK!

Call our Toil-Free Number any time

24 hours a day - 7 days a week

In California call: 800-541-8536

i3»&H«B ^
Energy C

Sise & SliijK'

imp***

PGNER'

ft***

.

Vitamin Research Products, 2044 Old Middlefield Way, Mountain View, CA 94043



COMING SOON
HIGH FRONTIERS

MUSIC & CONSCIOUSNESS
ISSUE!

THE GLASS HARMONICA:
A HISTORY OF THE WORLD'S MOST
MYSTERIOUS INSTRUMENT AND
INTERVIEW WITH GERHARD
FINKENBEINER, THE MASTER
GLASSBLOWER WHO HAS BROUGHT
THE GLASS HARMONICA TO NEW
LEVELS OFTECHNICAL PERFECTION

Music produced by the glass harmonica has

been described as sounding like "choirs of angels."

Its piercingly sweet sound had an affective compo-

nent not matched by any other instrument save the

human voice.

Franz Anton Mesmer became enamored of

the instrument upon first hearing it. After being run

out of Vienna by respectable Burghers, he took it to

Paris where he installed it as an an integral part of his

seances along with the "baquet" or magnetic tub. He
presided over the instrument, wearing a lilac-

coloured cape, as high-strung, high-born young

ladies swooned to its music.

What were the occult acoustic properties of

the glass harmonica? Why was it banned in 18th

Century Germany? What do the new sciences of

Cymatics and Sentics have to say about the glass

harmonica? Continued in Issue 6 ofHigh Frontiers.

INTERVIEWS: • BRIAN ENO IN CON
VERSATION WITH CHARLES
AMIRKHANIAN • MICKEY HART OF
THE GRATEFUL DEAD • ADRIAN
BELEW • SANDY PEARLMAN: BLUE
OYSTER CULT CREATOR • SUN RA
•JOHN CAGE • JILL PURCE ON
TIBETAN OVERTONE CHANTING

PLUS: ERIC GULLICHSEN AND
TIMOTHY LEARY, PETER LAMBORN
WILSON, ST. SILICON, JOHN LILLY,
PHOENIX AND ARABETH, RUDY
RUCKER, DR. NOW, TED NELSON,
THE WINNER OF THE PEAK EXPERI-
ENCE CONTEST, AND "OUR MAN IN
NIRVANA", ALTERED STATESMAN
TERENCE MCKENNA AND HIS
SCREWBALL ADVENTURES
SCORING EXOTIC BOTANICALS IN
GOA AND KOH SAMUI

YOU DON'T HAVE TO

SUBSCRIBE
TO EVERY WILD NOTION OR
EXTRAVAGANT CLAIM IN THE

PAGES OF

HIGH FRONTIERS/
REALITY HACKERS

BUT YOU SHOULD
SUBSCR I BE

TO HIGH FRONTIERS/
REALITY HACKERS FOR:

• CUTTING EDGE COMPUTER NEWS
• FRINGE SCIENCE

• PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS &
BRAIN/MIND RESEARCH

• ARTIFICIAL REALITIES • MIND
MACHINES -DURK& SANDY
• MUSIC & CONSCIOUSNESS

• CYBERPUNK
• HACKERS & CRACKERS

• EXO-PSYCHOLOGY • PSIONICS
• CYBERSEXUALITY • HUMOR

• MAGICK • MEMETICS
• CRYONICS • NANOTECHNOLOGY

• HYPERMEDIA
• TIME TRAVEL • ETHNOBOTANY

• CONSPIRACIES

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES &
ENTERTAINMENT FOR THOSE ON

THE BRINK!

SUBSCRIBE ! TO
HIGH FRONTIERS/
REALITY HACKERS
NEXT 10 ISSUES -- $30 (AIRMAIL/

OVERSEAS $55)

NEXT 6 ISSUES --$20 (AIRMAIL/

OVERSEAS $40)

Make Check or Money Order payable

(US $$ only) to:

HIGH FRONTIERS
DEPT. RH5

PO BOX 40271

BERKELEY, CA 94704




